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arylhurst moves into its
second decade of lifelong learning with
a strong commitment to the
development of each student's full
potential. For those seeking a "first
class second chance" to earn a
degree, and for those pursuing goals
other than a degree, we are proud to
offer a challenging and exciting
curriculum. As students grow in their
lives and careers, the community is
enriched as well.
As you explorethe offerings described
in this catalog, we hope you willdecide
to call, to uisit the campus, to let us
welcome you to the Marylhurst world
of lifelong learning.
Sincerely,

Nancy Wilgenbusch, Ph.D.
President



A RICH HERITAGE

- 
uilding on a long tradition ol excellence in education, Marylhurst Gol'

lege for Lifetong Learning has become recognized as the Northwest's leading
college for lifelong learners-both men and women.

Established in 1974 on the campus of Marylhurst Gollege {founded by the
Sisters of the Holy Names in 1893f , the college took a first bold step in pioneer'
ing educational programs for adults. Marylhurst now serves a diverse student
body-not iust last year's high school seniors, but business executivesr altists
and-musicians, and people actively involved in the world around them-and
provides learning options which enable them to study, research and reflect
on the important issues facing an increasingly technological world.

An accredited coeducational liberal arts college, Marylhurst offers both de.
gree and non.degree programs designed to meet the learning needs of Gon'
iemporary adults. Flexibility in scheduling and delivery of academic services
now makes a college education available to those who had previously been
excluded from the educational process'

Marylhurst provides a different way to learn and an environment in which
education is more than just textbook theory. Learning is an active-rather
than passive-process. Alternative styles of learning (such as internships'
independent studyl enable students to select the method of study which best
fits their need. Because adults have many demands on their time in addition
to school, most students attend school part-time and work full-time. And while
the average age of degree students is 38r ages range from 18 to 86 years.
They reflect the Marylhurst belief that living is learning.

The college faculty adds an important dimension to this new approach to
education, since classroom teaching is based on their experience in the bus'
iness or plofessional world, or in other settings. ln a sense, instructors "ptac'
tice what they teach," Theory is combined with practical' realistic ap'
ploaches to everyday concerns; students and faculty learn with and from
each other.

Marylhurst recognizes that not all learning occurs within the confines of a
ctas-sroom, and provides degree students the opportunity to earn Gredit for
college levet learning already gained through work and community service.
Students with professional, technical, military and company training can earn
credit toward their Marylhurst degree through the Prior Learning Experience
(PLE) program.

Marylhurst offers an individualized Bachelor of Arts degree with maiors in
Gommunication, Humanities, Human Studies, Social Science, Science/Math
and lnterdisciplinary Studies. Designed degree plograms include a Bachelor
of Arts degree with a maior in Art, Grafts, Music or Pastoral Ministries' a
Bachelor of Music degree and a Bachelor of Science in Management.
Marylhurst grants the degree of Master of Science in Management.





Fall
Classes begin
Thanksgiving vacation
Classes end
Commencement
Winter
Classesbegin
PresidentsDay
Classes end
Spring
Classesbegin
MemorialDay
Classes end
Commencement
Summer
Classesbegin
IndependenceDay
Classes end

Classesbegin
Thanksgiving va,cation
Classes end
Commencement
Winten
Classesbegin
PresidentsDay
Classesend
Spring
Classesbegin
MemorialDay
Classes end
Commencement
Summer
Classesbegin
IndependenceDay
Classes end

1985.86 ACADEMIG CALENDAR
Fall

September24
November22-23
NovemberSO
December 15

January 7
February 18
March 15

March25
May27
June 7
June 16

June 24
July4
August 9, sixweeks
August 23,

eightweeks

September 23
November2l-22
November29
DecemberS

JaJIuaJy 13
February 17
March 21

March 31
May26
June 13
June 22

June 23
Jdya
August 1, sixweeks
August 15,

eightweeks

1 984.85 ACADEMIC GALENDAR Affiliations
Marylhurst is accredited by the Northwest

Association of Schools and Colleges and is a
full member of the Nationa.l Association of
Schools of Music, the National Association of
Independent Colleges and Universities, the
Oregon Independent Colleges Association, the
Council of Independent Colleges, the Council
for Advancement of Experiential Learning,
the Council fortheAdvancement and Support
of Education, the American Association of
Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers,
the American Association of University
Women and the American Association of Adult
and Contiluing Education, and is approved by
the Oreg:on Educational Coordinating
Commission.
Gharter and Governance

Marylhurst CoIIege for Lifelong Learning
was established by the Oregon Province ofthe
Sisters of the Holy Names (the Congregation)
to more fully "cooperate in the Church's
mission of education. This mission aims at the
full development of the human person . . ."
Marylhurst College for Lifelong Learning is
incorporated as Marylhurst Education Center,
College for Lifelong Learning, by the State of
Oregon. Certain properties have been deeded
to it by the Congregation, and its governance
has been entrusted to a Board of Trustees.
Degree granting authority was bestowed on
the Congregation by the State of Oregon in
1493.
Disclosure of lnformation

In compliance with the Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (Buckley
Amendment). Marylhurst will provide eligible
students with the opportunity to review their
education records and to seek correction of
information contained in those and will limit
disclosure of information from those records.
Givil Rights Statement

Marylhurst subscribes to the principles and
laws of the state of Oregon and the federaJ
government, including applicable executive
orders pertaining to civil rights. AII rights,
privileges, and activities of Marylhurst are
made available without regard to race, creed,
color, sex, age, physical condition, or ethnic
or nationa,l origin.
Support Organizations

Marylhurst is fortunate to have many active
volunteer leaders. These include the Women's
Development Committee, the A-lumni
Executive Board and the Alumni Association,
the Music Guild, and the Art Advisory Board.

Mission
Marylhurst offers an invitation to students,

faculty, trustees, adrninistrators and staff to
create an atmosphere which reflects a
Christian view of humanity, and demonstrates
an openness to all world views, in order to
encourage each to develop to the highest
degree his or her unique potential, thus
improving the quality of life.
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ADMISSION PROCEDURES
Classes and programs at Marylhurst CoIIege

are designed for the adult learner. People come
to Maryttrurst for many reasons - to improve
their professional careers, to enrich their
personal lives, to complete a bachelor's degree
or to pursue graduate studies. Students may
enroll and take a class or begin a program of
study enabling them to meet specific goals.
They may begi.n their studies at any time
during the year. There are no fixed deadlines
for the majority of programs.
Admission of Non-Degree Students

Some adults may already trave a degree or
may not presently wish to pursue a bachelor's
degree. These persons are designated as non-
degree students. They are welcome to register
for as many courses as they wish; no formal
admissions process is involved. These students
may register directly for the course or courses
desired. (See section on Registration
Procedures and Policies.) At a later time,
should they decide to become degree students,
they would need to apply formally for degree
admission.
Admission Procedures for
Undergraduate Degree Students

Marylhurst operates on a "rolling
admissions" basis. That is, applications for
admission are accepted continuously
throughout the year. Each applicant is
considered individually. Admission is granted
to applicants w}.o will, in the judgment of the
facutty, benefit from the course of studies
offered and contribute to the college
community.

An applicant I'or undergraduate admissions
is responsible for submitting to the Office of
Student Services the following:
1. A Cornpleted Admissions Form and Fee.
These forms are available ln the Office of
Student Services or from Academic offices. The
non-refundable admissions fee should
accompany the form.
2. Official Transcript(s). Any student
admitted to Marylhurst who has attended
other colleges is required to submit official
transcripts of courses taken at those
institutions. Students must request their
former schools of attenda,rrce to forward
transcdpts to the Office of Student Services
and must pay any fees involved.

Transcripts and other documents subrnitted
for admission become the property of
Marylhurst CoIIege and will not be returned.
The college does not issue or certify copies of

transcripts from ottrer institutions.
Those applicants, who have not attended

college before, must submit an official
transcript or document verifying completion
of high school education, GED or equivalent.
Admission decisions are made by the director
of admissions upon advice of the faculty.

The admission process is complete after the
form, fee and all transcripts have been received
in the Office of Student and Information
Services.

At this time an academic adviser is assigned
to assist the student with a program ofstudy.
Admission Procedures for Graduate
Degree Students

Admission to the graduate programs offered
by Marylhurst College are governed by policies
and procedures of the division or department
offering the graduate program. Students
seeking admission to a graduate program
should follow the formal admission procedures
outlined by the specific division or department.

Deadline for graduate admission is specified
yearly. The selection of candidates is made by
the graduate adrnission committee.

An applicant for graduate admission is
responsible for submitting to the department
the following:
1. A Completed Graduate Admission Form
and Fee. These forms are available in the Office
of Student and Information Services. The
non-refundable admission fee should
accompany the form.
2. Official Tbanscripts. An official transcript
of the baccalaureate degree completed should
be submitted.
3. Other requirements: These are specified for
the graduate program and include such items
as graduate test scores, supporting
documentation, etc.

Academic Standing
Criteria for satisfactory academic standing

in a graduate program are deterrnined by the
division or department offering graduate
degrees. Graduate students are subject to
probationary status or dismissal from a
graduate program if divisional or
departmental criteria for academic
performance are not met.

Admission of lnternational Students
Foreign applicants are considered for

admission as degree students if they meet the
following requirernents:
1. Appropriate academic background, which
must include an earned grade point average8



of 3. O in two years of college, or the equlvalent,
pdor to entry at Marylhurst;
2. Proficiency in speaking and writing
English, which must include a minimum score
of 55O on the Test of English as a Foreign
Language (TOEFL) and passing performance
on a written composition test; and,
3. Documentation of adequate funding to
complete a fuII course of study at Marylhurst.
POLICIES GOVERNING TRANSFER
OF CREDITS

Marylhurst students may receive credit for
avariely of past learning opportunities.
Advanced standing toward a degree may be
obtained through formal transcripts from
regionally accredited colleges and
unlversities, military service schooLs, credit by
examination and non-collegiate sponsored
learning approved by the American Council on
Education and Marylhurst's Council for
Academic Policies and Procedures (CAPP).

Transcripts
Transcripts of credits earned in other

institutions must come directly from the
school to Marylhurst CoIIege. Transfer of
credit from regional.Iy accredited institutions
is accepted.
Military Service Schools

Credit may be granted for formal military
service schools which have been evaluated by
the Office of Educational Credit of the
American Council on Education and which are
found in The Guide to the Evaluation of
Educational Experiences in the Armed
Services.

Veterans separated from the service after
Jan. 1, 1950, may submit a copy of their DD
Form 214: Report of Transfer or Discharge.
Students must also list, on a separate sheet,
the full name of the school, its location, the
dates attended, and the duration ofthe school
in terms of weeks. Those with credit from
military service schools should contact the
Registrar.
Gredit by Examination

The College Level Examination Program
(CLEP) and the American College Testing
Proficiency Examination Program (ACT-PEP)
offer general and subject examinations which
afford the opportunity to obtain college credit
in a variety of subjects. They validate learning
acquired through self-study or instruction
outside of college. These examinations
correspond to a variety of lower and upper
division courses.

Any interested student may obtain a copy of
the "Credit by Exarnination Guidelines" from
the Office ofStudent and Information Services.
These guidelines indicate the rninimum scores
necessary for credit, the corresponding
number of credits accepted by Marylhurst for
each examination, places and times of
administration of the examinations and the
fees involved. Although Marylhurst does not
administer the exams, they can be taken at
Iocal universities and credits may be
transferred to the college.
Non-Gollegiate Sponsored Learning

In awarding credit for non-collegiate
instruction sponsored by business,
government, industry and professional
associations. Marylhurst follows the
recommendations published by the American
Council on Education in The National Guide
to E ducational Credit for Training Programs.

In addition to these sources ofcollege credit,
Marylhurst has evaluated other college-level
).earning sponsored by business, industry,
professional programs, as well as certain
vocational-technical courses of several Oregon
community colleges. The college's Council for
Academic Policies and Procedures (CAPP) has
approved these sources for block transfer of
credit.

A complete list of "Programs and Courses
Accepted for Transfer" is available from the
Registrar. Other types of non-collegiate
learning not listed in the National Guide or
evaluatedby CAPP canbe included in the Prior
Learning Experience Program for evaluation
at Marylhurst.

See the section on Prior Learning Experience
Program.
Foreign Gredentials

Students must provide official (notarized)
copies of their original documents as well as
official (notarized) translations of the original
documents.
Duplication of Credit

In the acceptance of credit presented by
students, it should be understood that credit
will not be granted in cases of duplication.
REGISTRATION PROCEDURES

Registrations are taken as soon as tfre
quarterly schedule of classes is published
through the first class session. Early
registratlon is recommended to assure a place
in class.

Registration Process
Reglstration may be accomplished in any of

STUDENT AND
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four ways:
. In Person: Go to the Registrar's Office,

Administration Bldg. Regular hours are 8
a.m.-6:3O p.m., Mon.-Fri.

. By Telephone: (1) CaJl the Registrar's
Office, 636-a14I or 224-5828:'
(2) Have available your Social Security number
and the course(s) you wish to take;
(3) Registration is complete wlren tuition
payment is received.

. ByMail: Send check, money order or credit
card charge number with the registration
form printed in the quarterly schedule.

. In Class: For classes not already filled,
registration maybe completed at the first class.

Ghange of Registration
A1I changes in registration must be

processed ttrrough the Registrar's Office using
an add/drop form. Any change in registration
is subject to a processing fee.

Refund Policy
To withdraw from class, the student must

contact the Registrar during office hours.
For ten-week classes (includes

correspondence/weekend seminars):
. FulI refund, less processing fee, if

withdrawal is prior to beginning of class.
. 7o7o refund, less processing fee, if

withdrawal is before the second class session.
. No refund after second class session.
For weekend or day workshoPs:
. FulI refund, less processing fee, if

withdrawal is prior to beginning of class.
. 7O7o refund, Iess processing fee, if less

than 2O"/" of scheduled class hours have
elapsed.

. No refund aftet 2O"/" of class hours have
elapsed.

Certain exceptions to these policies for
specified classes wiII be noted throughout the
current quarterly course schedules.
Exceptions are made only with the approval of
the Registrar.
Ganceled Glasses
Classes canceled because of insufficient
enrollment'or other reasons entitle the student
to a full refuld. Students should notify the
Registrar if they wish to substitute another
class or prefer the refund.
Grade Reponts
Report cards are mailed within one month
after the end of the quarter.
IRS Glaims
Students are responsible for keeping their own
records.

Transcnipts
A request for a tra,nscript ofall credits received
at Marylhurst must be made in writing to the
Registrar. A fee is charged for this service.

TUITION AND FEES1
Admissions Fee

Undergraduate degree students . . . . $ so
Graduate degree students 35

Tuition, all regular classes
per quarter hour . 1o5

Tuition, Independent/Directed Studies,
perquarterhour ....... 13o

Tuition, non-credit, per quarter hour
(whereapplicable) ....... 80

Music Lessons, private, per quarter
30 minutes weekly 125
60 minutes weekly, 1 credit . . . . . 2lo
6ominutesweekly, 2credits . . . . . 24O
Class lessons (4 students per class)

per student 15o
Cooperative Programs,

per quarter hour . . .

Prior Learning Experience
PLE Workshop (6 cr.)
PLE Workshop 13 cr.)
Program Fee (6 cr.)
Program Fee (3 cr.)
Credit Awards, per credit hour
Re-entry Fee

Course Waiver, per instructor
contact hour

Course Challenge, per instructor
contact hour .

PIus, per quarter credit hour awarded .

GraduationFee...
Transcripts, Academic,

First Copy
Each Additional Copy

Registration Processing Fee
(Add, Drops, etc.) . .

Library Card, Faculty, Staff, and

5
1

currently enrolled Marylhurst
students

General Public
Individual, per year 10
Family, per year 20

Counseling Fee, per hour2 35
TestingFees.. 5-1o

lThe institution reserves the right to change
its charges and policies at any time, and wiII
endeavor to notify students if such changes
are necessary.

'Sliding scale available.
Tuition Payment

Registrations are not accepted unless

.30

. 630

. 315

. 400

. 200

.20

. 130

.40

40
20
60

10



accomparried by payment of tuition and fees,
and a registration is not completed until paid
in full. VISA and MASTERCHARGE are
accepted.
Deferred Tuition Payment

Students unable to make other
arrangements maycomplete an application for
deferred tuition payment. The application
must be completed a.nd filed with the Business
Office Cashier, accompanied by payment of
one-third of the tuition and fees due. If the
application is accepted by the Business Office,
the remaining tuition and fees due maybe paid
inequal payments approximately 30 days and
6o days from the start ofthe current academic
quarter. Interest is charged on deferred tuition
unpaid balances at l|/z"k per month (18%
annual rate), and late charges are assessed if
payments are not made when due. Payments
should be directed to the Business Office.
Exception to Deferred Payment Policy

Prior Learning Experience @LE) students
enrolled in CM 3OO may defer paymentof their
tuition and program fee over two academic
quarters.
FINANCIAL AID

Scholarships, grants, Ioans and work
programs are available to qualified students.
To apply for financial aid, most students must
be permanent residents or United States
citizens who are enrolled in one of
Marylhurst's degree programs. The following
financia.l aid programs are offered at
Marylhurst:
Scholarships
General Scholanships
If you are a student at Marylhurst, or plan

to be one, you may qualify for a scholarship.
These sclrolarships range from $150 to $1,5OO
per year on a non-renewable basis. A variety
of scholarships are available. To apply, it is
necessary to complete one basic form and
obtain at least two letters of recommendation.
It is your responsibility to insure that the
Financial Aid Office receives a.ll information
required before a scholarship determination is
made. In some instances you may be asked to
submit additiona.l information, such as a
sample of your art work, if applying for an Art
Department scholarship, etc. Contact the
Financia.l Aid office for application forms and
additional information.
The Watson Scholanship

This scholarship is available only to Sisters
of the Holy Names and Marylhurst College
alumni. The maximum scholarship award is

$15o per term. Complete the Watson
application and submit it to the Financial Aid
office.
Grant Programs

A grant is based entirely upon the student's
financial need . Grant funds need not be repaid ,

and are renewable on an annual basis.
Pell Grants

This gra.nt makes funds available to students
who demonstrate financial need, as
determined by the federal government. Grants
rangefrom $25O to $1,9OO per year. You must
take a minimum of six credit hours each term
to qualify for this prog'ram.
Supplemental Educational Oppontunity Grant
rsEoGt

The federa.l government provides these
grants to assist undergraduates who
demonstrate financial need. Supplemental
grants range from $2oo to $2,oOO per year.
You must take a minimum of six credit hours
per term to qualify for this program.
State Need Grants/Gash Awards

The Oregon State Scholarship Commission
(OSSC) makes State Need grants and cash
awards available to students. Oregon residents
who qualify by OSSC standards are eligible for
grants of approximately $324 to $1,086 per
year. Cash awards are usually based on
academic achievement in high school, as well
as financia.I need. A minimum of 12 credit
hours must be taken to qualify for this
program. A student may not be enrolled in a
program leading to a degree in theology,
divinity, or religious education. State Need
Grants/Cash Awards are limited to 12 academic
quarters.

Loan Programs
Loan funds are the most widely available

resources to help students meet their
educationa^l costs. Loans must be repaid once
the student Ieaves school.
The Guananteed Student Loan (GSLI

This program enables students to borrow
funds directly from banks and other lending
institutions. If you meet the application
criteria, the federa,l government will pay the
interest on the loan until you leave school.
Most Ienders require that you be enrolled for
a minimum of 12 credit hours each term to
qualify, althoug:h some will allow as little as
six hours. As an undergraduate, you may
borrow $2,5Oo per year, up to a cumulatrve
maximum total of $ 1 2,5OO. Graduate students
mayborrow amaximum tota,l $5,ooo per year,
up to acumulativetotal of $25,OOO. Repayment

STUDENT AND
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begins six months after you leave school.
Minimum monthly repayment is $5O.
The National Direct Student Loan (NDSLI

This program is for students who
demonstrate financial need. A maximum of
$6,OOO may be loaned by Marylhurst during a
student's undergraduate program. You must
take a minimum of six credit hours each term
to qualify for this program. Repayment begins
six months after you leave school. During the
repayment period you will be charged five
percent interest on the unpaid balance of the
loan principal. This loan must be repaid in
minimum monthly payments of $3O.
The Marylhurst lnstitutional Loan

Students who need financial assistance for
tuition but do not qualify for other grants and
loans, may find assistance under this
program. You may borrow funds to assist with
meeting your tuition expenses at Marylhurst
through this program if you enroll for a
minimum of six credit hours each term.
Repayment begins six months after you leave
school. During repayment you will be charged
8 percent interest on the unpaid balance ofthe
Ioan principal. Marylhurst requires minimum
payments of $4O per month.

Employment
Gollege Work Study

This program providesjobs for students who
need financial aid and wtro must earn a part
of thelr educational expenses. Work Study is
a federally-funded program that pays students
at least the current federal minimum wage to
work in a variety ofjobs, both on and off
campus. Students must enroll in at least six
credit hours per term to quallfy for this
prog'ram. Contact the Financial Aid office for
more information.
Marylhurst lnstitutional Work Study

This program is funded through Marylhurst
College and is awarded to students who
demonstrate need but who may not qualify for
the federal College Work Study Program.
Students are paid at least the current federal
rninimum wage and are placed in jobs on
campus. You must enroll in at least six credit
hours per term to qualify for this program.
The Financia"l Aid Office has more information.

Veterans Benefits
Full veterans benefits are available to

participants who qualify under the regulations
of the Veterans Administration. To insure the
timely receipt ofbenefits, contact the Veterans
Adviser in the Financial Aid Office.

How Do I Apply?
Ca]] the Financia^l Aid Office and make an
appointment to complete the following:
1. The College Scholarship Service-Financial
Aid Form (FAF)
2. Financial Aid Transcript forms - one for
each post-secondary institution you have
attended, whether you recei.ved financial
assistance there or not.
3. Admission to Marylhurst as a degree
student (applicable to most programs).

Marylhurst accepts financial aid
applications throughout the year. Students
should apply six weeks before the beginning
ofthe term for which aid is requested to allow
time for processing' and notification.

To apply for the Guaranteed Student Loan
(GSL), separate applications are available. You
may get this application and assistance in
completing it at the Financial Aid Office. To
apply for Institutional Aid, make
arrangements to meet with the Director of
Financial Aid. All financial aid must be
renewed annually.
Satisf actory Academic Progress

All students receiving financial aid through
Marylhurst must maintain certain standards
of satisfa,ctory academic progress to continue
receiving financial assistance.

Students will be allowed to receive financial
aid from Marylhurst for a total of 12 terms.
Exceptions to this policy must be approved by
the Vice President for Academic Affairs.

Grade Point Average (GPA) must genera^lly
be a minimum of 2.O eachterm, based on letter
grades of A, B, C, D, F & Y. Pass/No Pass is
used in calculating earned credits but not in
cumulative grade poi.nt.

If a fu]]-time student does not meet the
minimum standards outlined in the
accompanying chart for a particular term, the
student will remain eliglble for financial aid
and/or veterans benefits for the next term but
must complete 12 credits with at least a 2.O
GPA during that term. Also, any credits
attempted during the previousterm should be
completed.

If, during a second consecutive term, the
student again does not meet minimum
requirements (above) the student will be
ineligible to receive financial aid and/or
veterans benefits.

A student may appeal. this ineligible status
in writing to the Vice President for Academic
Affairs within 30 days after notification of
ineligibility.12
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Ifnecessary, the Vice President will convene
a meeting with the student and other
appropriate individuals within 30 days after
re-eiving the appeat. The decision of the Office
of Academic Affairs is final.

If the above appeal is unsuccessful' the
student cannot receive financial aid until
completing 12 credit hours with a 2.o GPA on
his or her own financial resources. Iffinancial
aid has been awarded to the full-time student
concurrently enrolled at Marylhurst and
another college or university, the student
must meet the requirements for satisfactory
aca.demic progress, as outlined in the
accompanying chart, at both institutions to
continue receiving aid,/benefits. It is also the
student's responsibility to report his or her
progress at the other institution to
Marylhurst.

If the student tras been denied financial aid
at another college or university due to
academic probation, the student may still
receive financia.l aid from Marylhurst, if
eligible. The student wiII be on probation,
trowever, for the first quarter ofattendance at
Marylhurst and must complete aII credits
attempted for which financial aid was granted
with a minimum 2.o GPA.

Students wlro are enrolled for 6-8 credits
(half-time) must complete 50% of the above

standards to achieve satisfactory academic
progress. Students who are enrolled for 9-11
credits (three-quarter time) rnust complete
75"/" of the above standards to achieve
satisfactory academic Progress.

ACADEMIG POLICIES
Gredits, Gourses Numbering

Academic credit is assigned not only on the
basis of at least 30 hours of academic
involvement by the student for one quarter
hour credit, but also on such factors as level
of course content, depth of research,
assignments and reading, and nature of the
Iearning experience.

Lower division courses are marked with
numbers less than 3oo and are gtven for
Iearning involving development of basic
principles and abilities at the introductory
level.

Upper division courses, 3OO-499, are given
for learning which involves specialization ofa
theoretical and analyticat nature beyond the
introductory level, and normally require prior
study in the area.

Some 4oO courses maybemarked with a "g"
to indicate graduate level learning.

Attendance
It is the student's responsibility to attend

classes, since attendance is generally essentia.l
for academic achievement.

Student Glassif ications
Freshman: One who has accumulated Iess

than 45 credits.
Sophomore: One who has accumulated 45 or

more credits but not more than 89 credits.
Junior: One who has accumulated 90 or

more credits but not more than 134 credits.
Senior: One who has accumulated 135 or

more credits but has not yet been awarded the
barcalaureate degree.

Degree Student: One whohas completed the
admissions Process for a degree.

Non-degree Student: One who is not
currently pursuing a degree at the college.

Post baccalaureate: One who has completed
a baccalaureate degree.

Full-time: One registered for at least 12
quarter hours per term.

Three-quarter time: One registered for 9 to
11 quarter hours Per term.

Half-time: One registered for 6 to 8 quarter
Lrours per term.

Part-time: One registered for 1 to 5 quarter
hours per term.

Gnading System
Grades, grade points for each credit hour

and evaluations are designated as follows:
A(4) indicates consistently outstanding

achievement. It demands initiative, originality
and a thorough mastery of subject matter.

B(3) indicates better than average
achievement. The student completes assigned
workwithoriginality of moderate degree and
does some indePendent work.

C(2) marks satisfactory attainment. It
indicates that all work has been adeguately

t4

sArIsFAcroRY AoADEMICjE9qEEES-qrIAEI
Total Term on Aid 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a I 10 11 t2

Total Required
Credits I 18 30 42 54 66 78 90 r02 rt4 t26 138

Minimum Cumulative
GPA 1.5 t.75 2.O 2.O 2.O 2.O 2.O 2.O 2.O 2.O 2.O 2.O



completed and that the student has acquired
the basic content of the course.

D(1) indicates that the student has acquired
the bare essentials of the course but
performance is less than satisfactory at the
college level.

F(O) indicates that the student has not
acquired the minimum essentials of the course
and work is below college level.

P-NP (Pass-No Pass) Students receive credit
for Pass but the grade is not computed in the
grade point averag'e. Arrangements for the
P-NP are made with the instructor prior to the
start of class.

Y(O) indicates that the student enrolled but
did not attend class.

NC (same as Audit) Students who elect to
audit a course are not required to do assigned
work and receive no credit or grade.

W indicates withdrawal with permission.
INC Incomplete is granted when the quality

of work is satisfactory but the course has not
been completed for reasons acceptable to the
instructor. To receive credit, the Incomplete
grade should be made up by the end of the
quarter following the issuance of the
Incomplete. If it is not completed, it
automatically becomes an I/W. The grade I/W
can only be changed by petition to the
Division/Department Director within one year
of the issuance of the Incomplete.

LAtrI indicates an incomplete not completed
by the end of the following quarter.

Gourse Repeat
A grade for repeated coursework wiII, at the

request of the student, replace all former
grades in the course repeated on the student's
record provided the subsequent attempt
results in an A, B, C, D or F grade. A former
grade on a course may not be removed with a
grade of P, NC, INC, W or Y.

DEGREE REOUIBEMENTS
A student who wishes to obtain a

baccalaureate degree at Marylhurst and has
completed the admissions process (see page 8),
will be assigned an academic adviser. This
adviser assists the student in develOping an
educational program based on personal and
educational goals and needs. The student and
adviser decide on an appropriate major and
develop a plan leading to completion of the
major and other degree requirements.
Degnees and Maiors

Marylhurst College offers baccalaureate
degrees with designed majors and

individualized majors.
The Designed majors provide students with

pre-designed educational programs. Majors
offered are:
. Bachelor of Arts (8.A.) with Art major
. Bachelor of Arts (8.A.) with Crafts major
. Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) with Music maior
. Bachelor of Arts (8.A.) with Pastoral
Ministries major
. Bachelor of Fine Arts (B.F.A.) with Art
major
. Bachelor of Music (I}.M.) with Music major
. Bactrelor of Science (B.S.) with Management
maior.

The Individualized majors are designed
primarily by the student in collaboration with.
the academic adviser. Majors offered are:
. Bachelor of Arts (B . A . ) with Communicatiorr
major
. Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) with Human Studies
major
. Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) with Humanities
major
. Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) with Science/
Mathematics major
. Bachelor of Arts (I}.A.) with Social Science
major
. Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) with
Interdisciplinary major with Concentration
(See Individualized Studies section for
requirements).

Marylhurst CoIIege offers the following
graduate degree:
. Master of Science (M.S.) in Management.

Ghange of Major/Adviser
Students may request a change of maior

and/or adviser by contacting the Office of
Student Services.

Graduation Requirements
Undengraduate
1. A minimum of 18O quarter hour creditS.
2. A minimum of 60 upper division credits.
3. A minimum of 40 Marylhurst credits.
4. A LIFE residential Seminar. (See
Individualized Studies section for
further details.)
5. Major Area Requirements. (Consult
specific Major Department section for details.)
6. Liberal Arts Requirements:
B.A. (except Art):
60 quarter credits with a minimum of 12 '

credits representing at least two subjects in
each of the following areas:
Communication
Humanities

12 crs.
12 crs.

STUDENT AND
INFORMATION
SERVICES
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Science/Mattr
Social Science

Communication
Humanities
Science/Math.
Social Science

Communicatron
Humanities
Science/Math
Social Sciences
Total

Total 48 crs
The remaining 12 credits can be distributed
anywhere within the liberal arts area.

Note: Those majoring in a liberal arts area
require only 48 quarter hours of liberal a,rts
credits d.istributed in the three areas other
than their major area.
B.A. (Art), B.F.A. and B.S.:
48 quarter credits with a minimum of 12
credits representing at least two subjects in
each of the following areas:

Total 48 crs,
Note: No art courses may be included inthe

12 Humanities quarter credits for Art and Fine
Arts.
B.M.: 40 quarter credits with a minimum of
10 credits representing at least two subjects in
each of ttre following areas:

selected through consultation with their
academic adviser.

Degree requirements may be fulfilled
through any of the following learning options
for the baccalaureate degrees:
. credit courses
. independent studies
. internships and field researctr
. travel-studY
. credit by examination
. course challenge/waiver
. Prior Learning Experience (PLE) Program
Stud.ents, with the approval of their academic
adviser, may also take courses offered by other
accredited institutions as part oftheir ongoing
degree program. Credits, which are earned at
other institutions and which students wish to
have applied to their degree requirements,
must be transferred to Marylhurst prior to
graduation.

Guidelines and forms pertaining to
registering for independent study,
internships, field research, course challenge/
waiver, and credit by examination are
available in the Office of Student and
Information Services and through each
academic department or division.

STUDENT AND INFORMATION
SEBVIGES

The Office of Student and Information
Services provides assistance in areas of
immediate student interest such as
counseling, financial aid, admissions and
registration. Its professional staff is uniquely
positioned to respond to adults who are
exploring new learning possibiLities and new
life directions. The staff offers a supportive
and informative environment in which people
can explore the lea"rning opportunities
available at the college.

The staff helps new Marylhurst students
establish an initial direction for their
educational goals. They facilitate the
decision-making and entry process. Ttrey
assist with admissions and registration,
present flnancial aid opportunities, examine
current academic standing and possible
program options and guide students to other
staff and programs as appropriate.

Information, counseling and advice about all
services and programs at the college are
readily available at the Office of Student
Services. Its staff is readily accessible in one
area of the Administration Building.
Location: Room 124, B.P. John Administration

12 crs
12 crs

12 crs.
12 crs.
12 crs.
1 2 crs.

10 crs.
10 crs.
10 crs.
10 crs.
40 crs.

Graduate
Consult the specific graduate program for

requirements.
Bequirements for a Second Degree

Students wishing to earn a second
baccalaureate degree must meet requirements
of the desired major and complete 40 quarter
credits through Marylhurst including aLIFE
resi.dential seminar.
Graduation

Commencement exercises are held in June
and December each year. Three months (one
term) prior to the proposed graduation date,
the student is responsible to make a formal
application for graduation, complete the
required forms and submit them with the
graduation fee to the Office of Student
Services.
Learning Alternatives

Marylhurst College provides a flexible
learning program which acknowledges both
ttre special strengths and unique needs ofthe
adult learner. Students may select appropriate
learning alternatives based on their needs and
the demands of their major and degree

16 program. Ttrese learning alternatives wiII be



Building
Hours: 8 a.m.-6:30 p.m., Mon.-Fri.
Phone: 636-8141 ot 224-5828.
Personal and Career Counseling

A professional counselor is available to
assist people with their personal and career
needs. Ttre service is designed primarily for
adults in transition who are examining their
values, attitudes and goals; exploring new
learning possibilities; and, making new life
decisions. The emphasis is on awareness,
self-assessment and self-designed action
plans.

Various assessment tools, including the
Strong Campbeil Interest Inventory and the
Personal Profile Systems, are utilized as part
of the process. Specialized assistance with
career-related issues is available. Referral is
made to appropriate Life Planning Studies
classes when indicated. Support groups are
organized around relevant issues.

Counseling for Marylhurst degree studentJ
is free. For all others the fee is based on a
sliding scale. Consult the current fee schedule.
For appointments with the counselor, call the
Office of Student and Information Services,
636-8141 ot 224-5828.

EducationaliAdmissions Gounseling
Staff members in the Office of Student and

Information Services can help adults sort
through learning aJternatives, clarify goals
and determine the part education can play in
their life plans. They begin to clarify with
students suctr questions as - Should I go to
school? In what field? Part time or full time?
Wtrat classes can help me? Should I pursue a
degree? How can further education advance
my career goals? Wtrat help can I receive to
finance my education? Whom should I see
next?

Both the enrollment coordinator and the
admissions counselor provide ttris
information, counseling and referral. Ttrey
provide follow-up support to students as
needed. For assistance call the Office of
Student Services 636-8141 or 224-5828.
Financial Aid

Scholarships, grants, loans, and work-study
employment are available for students who
qualify financially. For information, see
Financial Aid Section, or call 636-8141 or
224-5424.

Vetenans Benefits
Veterans' educational benefits are available

to participants who qualify under regulations

of the Veterans Administration. CaII the
Financial Aid office for information.

Admissions
Information on enrolling in a class or

becoming a degree student at the college is
available in the Office of Student and
Information Services. For information see
Adrnissions section.

Registration and Records
Registration for classes can be completed in

person, by phone, or by mail.
Contact the Registrar, 636-8141 or

224-5828toregister or for information about
transcripts, grade reports and academic
records. For additional information, see
Registration section.
Book Store

Textbooks may be purchased through "The
Book Cellar" in the ViIIage Shopping Center in
Lake Oswego and through "The Looking Glass
Bookstore" in downtown Portland. Consult the
sponsoring academic department or division
to determine book requirements.
Housing and Meals

Limited housing is available for students
attending weekend classes. Arrangements
should be made at Ieast one week in advance
with the conference director. Marylhurst does
not provide room and board for individual
students for the entire quarter.

Meals are available in the Clark Commons.
Consult the current schedule for the hours of
service.
Health Services

Metro West Ambulance provides 24-hour
emergency health and ambulance services to
the campus. Area hospitals are equipped with
emergency services.
Student Policies

The policies of Marylhurst College
governing the rights, responsibilities and
conduct of students are contained in the
document entitled "Statement of Student
Rights, Responsibilities and Conduct." This
document is made available to students
throughtheOffice of Student and Information
Services.

Adherence to these policies enables the
college to operate in a climate of free inquiry
and expression; the policies are designed to
help protect Marylhurst's academic
environment and educational purpose.

STUDENT AND
INFORMATION
SEBVIGES
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STUDENT AND
INFORMATION
SERVICES

JOAN MALLING
Tnterim Director of Student and Information
Services. B.S. Ed., Ohio State University; M.S.
Ed. University of Pennsylvnia.

ADMISSIONS AND COUNSELING
HELEN DOBOTHY MC MAHAN
Enrollment Coordinator. B.A. Marylhurst CoI-
Iege.
JOE WALICKI
Admissions Counselor. B.A. Marylhurst Col-
lege.
CLAIRE WALLACE
Counselor. 8.A., M.A. Reed College.

REGISTRATION AND RECORDS
LUGILE JONES, SNJM
Registrar. B.A. Marylhurst College; M.A. Seat-
tle University.
MARY V. GIOVANilI, SNJM
Assistant Registrar. B.A. Holy Names CoIIege
PATRICIA JEAN KONRAD, SIUJM
Credit Evaluator. I}.A., B.S. Marylhurst Col-
Iege; M.A. University of Portland.

FINANCIAL AID
GLAUOIA JUSTICE
Director of Financial Aid. B.A. Fort Wright
College; M.S. candidate, Marylhurst College.

For mone information contact:
Office of Student and lnformation Services
Marylhunst Gollege for Lifelong Leanning
Marylhurst, OR 97036
5O3 / 635-81 41 oe 224-5828





PBIOR
LEABNING
EXPERIENCE

Marylhurst recognizes that college-
level learning occuns in many places
outside the classroom. Gonsequently, the
Prior Learning Experience tPLEI program
has been established to assess and award
academic credit for college-level learning
acquired through life experiences such as
employment, volunteer work, community
activities and homemaking.

The PLE program involves four major steps:
'1. lnformation Meeting

Students i.nterested in the PLE prog:ram
should attend an information meeting at
Marylhurst. PLE staff members will be
present to discuss steps toward admissron to
the program, general PLE and degree
program requirements, and to answer
questions. Informal transcripts and resum6s
should be brought to the meeting if possible.
Meetings are regularly scheduled and
attendance is free.
2. PreliminaryAssessment

Each potential PLE student meets with a
PLE instructor to determine if this program is
an appropriate part of his or her degree
studies. Informal transcripts, a resum6, and a
four-page autobiography must be on file in
the PLE office prior to this meeting.
Educational goals, previous education,
experiential learning and writing skills are
discussed. Subsequent to this interview, a
standardized test of writing skills is required
of each applicant to the PLE program.
3. PLE Program

After completing assessment and being
officially recommended for program
admission, a student may enroll in the PLE
Workshop. During this upper division
cornmunication course the student develops a
portfoLio containing description, analysis and
documentation of learning from past
experiences. The workshop involves both
group and individualized meetings.

There are two versions of the PLE
Workshop:
GM 3OO (regular version) is a two-quarter,
six-credit course, or GM 3O1 (modular
version) is a one-quarter, three-credit course.
Qualified students may enroll for a second,
one-quarter, three-credit course, CM 3O2.
PLE program approval is required for CM
3OO, 3O1, or 3O2.
4. Portfolio Evaluation

An academic review committee evaluates
completed portfolios and may award up to 90

credits to students enrolled for two quarters
in the PLE program or up to 24 credits to
students enrolled for one quarter in the PLE
program. Credits awarded through the PLE
portfolio evaluation may be applied toward all
Marylhurst baccalaureate degree
requirements except the LIFE Seminar and
some divisional requirements. A student may
have only one PLE portfolio evaluation which
takes place at least one academic quarter
before a student's proposed graduation.
JOAN S. MALLING
Program Director. B.S. Ed. Ohio State
University; M.S. Ed. University of
Pennsylvania.

FACULTY
MARION MURRAY
B.S., M.S. Portland State University.
LYNDE PAULE
B.A. California State University, Sacramento;
M.S. University of Oregon; Ph.D. candidate,
University of Oregon.
JEFFREY R. SWEENEY
B.S. Universityof Oregon; M.S. Portland State
University.

For more information contact:
Prior Learning Experience Prognam
Marylhunst Gollege for Lifelong Leanning
Marylhurst, OR 97036
5O3 ./ 636-81 4 1 ot 224-5828
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ART The Marylhurst Art Depar-tment
provides an opportunity for students to
determine their own places in today's ant
community. With a faculty of practicing
professional artists, the Marylhurst Art
program is directly related to the world of
contemporary art outside the classroom.
Every effort is made to acquaint students
with current exhibitions, litenature,
issues, institutions and personalities in
the art community.

Entering students will find a strong
program in which previous training and
experience ane evaluated, and required
basics provided, so that they may then
develop individually. No portfolio review is
required for admission. Students may
enroll on a full-time or part'time basis.

Marylhurst Art Department offers a choice
of three programs. The Bachelor of Fine Arts
degree is termed a "professional degree," and
is recommended for persons who want the
strongest training in the visua"l arts and wtro
are looking forward to careers in the field. In
the B.F.A. program, two-thirds of the credits
required for the degree (129 or 18O) are in Art
courses. Ttre Bachelor ofArts degree in Art is
ca"lled a "liberal arts" degree and requires that
aO of the total 18o credits be in Art courses.
Marylhurst, in cooperation with the Oregon
School of Arts and Crafts, also offers a
Bachelor of Arts major in Crafts. Sixty-six of
18O credits make up the Crafts major
requirements for this Program.

General Bequirements for
Bachelor's Degrees:
1. Minimum of 18O total credits.
2. Minimum of 60 upper division (3OO/4OO

Ievel) credits.
3. Minimum of 4O credits at Marylhurst.
4. One 5-credit "Living Issues for the
Eighties" (LIFE) Seminar.
5. Liberal arts requirements - A minimum
of 12 credits, representing at least two
subjects, in each of the following areas:
Communication
Humanities
SciencelMath
Social Sciences
TOTAL

12 crs.
12 crs.
12 crs.
48 crs.
48 crs.

6. The Major area (B.F.A. in Art; B.A. in Art;
B.A. in Crafts) requirements as outlined.

Bachelon of Fine Alts Degree in Aru
A minimum of 129 Art credits which must
include the following:
Modern Survey
Art History
Design
Drawing
Photography
Life Drawing
Drawing: Composition
Advanced Seminar
Internship
Art Business Workshop
Area of Concentration
Art electives at 4oO level
Thesis

9cs.
*9 crs.
9 crs.
I crs.
3 crs.

**9 crs.
**9 crs.

6 crs.
3 crs.
1 crs.

***36 crs.
18 crs.

***12 crs-

9 crs.
I crs.

*18 crs.
36 crs.

3 crs.
3 crs.
6 crs.

*24 crs.
36 crs.

3 crs.
3 crs.

*Students with Photography concentrations
must take at least 6 credits of History of
Photography which may be charged
towards this Art History requirement.

**Students with concentrations in
Photography are not required to take these
classes.

***The 12 Thesis credits may be included
within the Concentration 36 credits.

B.F.A. Goncentnation pequirements:
Painting
Painting I
Painting II
Painting electives

Photography
Photography I: Black and White
Photography I: Color
Photography II
Photography electives

Printmaking
Etching
Silkscreen
Block
Printmaking electives

Special Concentration:
A 36-credit program to be arranged with
Adviser and approved by Art Department
Chairman.
*Mey lDclud€ 12-qedit Art Thesla

Bachelor of Arts Degree in Art:
Modern Survey (Art since 18OO) I crs.
Design I crs.
Drawing I crs.
Photography 3 crs.
Lower Division (1OO/2OO level)
Art Electives 8 crs'

3
*27

36

crs.
crs.
crs.
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Advanced SeminarAnternship
3OO level Art electives
4OO level Art electives
Tota.l

Bachelor of Ants Degree in Gnafts:
Note: A minimum of 20 credits must be at
Oregon School of Arts and Crafts.
Design
Drawing
Crafts Historv

I crs.
I crs.
I crs.

Lower Division (1OO/2OO level)
Crafts electives I crs.
Upper Division (3OO/4OO level)
Crafts electives 30 crs.
Total 66 crs.
Tnansfer Gredits:

Generally a.ll courses given credit by
accredited ilstitutions are transferable to the
Marylhurst art program. If, for example, one
has taken Basic Design, or Drawing, or
Photography elsewhere and received college-
level credit, ttrese classes will not need to be
repeated in order to meet Marylhurst
requirements if they have been taken for
equivalent credits.

Scholarship and Financial Aid
Scholarships are awarded to art majors who

demonstrate artistic and academic ability.
Once each year portfolios, applications and
recommendations are reviewed and Mayer
Scholarships are awarded. Grants, loans and
work-study employment also are available
through the Marylhurst Financial Aid Office.

Gourses
This catalog describes all regular

Marylhurst courses. Ifowever, not all of the
courses are offered each term.

The schedule ofcourses published quarterly
describes current classes.

Marylhurst operates on a quarter system.
During faII, winter and spring quarters the
Art Department offers a full program of
classes and workshops related to the art
major requirements. During summer quarter,
special concentrated workshops are held,
along with selected classes.

DESIGN AND DRAWING
Design and drawing are the fundamentals

of art. From the basic courses that teach
how-to-see and how-to-organize through
more advanced courses in which students
develop critical awareness through individual
projects, students are encouraged to explore
the field fully.

411211131114 Learning to Draw
For those interested in improving their
visualization skills. The text is by Betty
Edwards. Three-quarter course includes
drawing to illustrate personal visual growth,
studio exercises to develop awareness of
"right brain state" and readings from texts,
magazines and current disputing research.
3 crs.

A115 Design: Basic
The first step toward understanding how and
why art works for the student who is just
beginning the study of art making.
Assignments and discussions include topics
such as form, texture and composition. 3 crs.
A116 Design: Golor
Basic course in color theory designed to
encourage development of sensitivity to color
relationships. Explores the formal and
expressive possibilities of color interaction.
3 crs.
4117 Design: Three-Dimensional
Introductory problems for working in three
dimensions: form, scale, interior and exterior
space. 3 crs.
A231 Drawing Foundations
A basic drawing course for the beginning
student, with emphasis on the development of
perceptual skills and understanding the
vocabulary of drawing. Covers composition,
the relationship of line, shape and surface
quality. Employs a variety of media and
techniques. 3 crs.
A232 Drawing Foundations
A continuation of the basic drawing course.
Exercises in a variety of media further
develop perceptual skills, the drawing
vocabulary and an awareness of the expressive
qualities of drawing. 3 crs.
A233 Drawing Foundations
The third term of the basic drawing course.
Students who have developed fundamental
skills are given opportunities to explore
individual interpretation and personal
themes. 3 crs.
43171318,1319 Life Drawing
The first term is an introduction to drawing
the human form. Emphasis will be on
understanding relevant anatomy and the
ability to translate that understanding into
drawing. Prerequisite: Three terms basic
drawing and design or consent of instructor.
After the first term students will be given
assignments appropriate to their individual
needs. 3 crs.

6 crs.
18 crs.
18 crs.
80 crs.

ART
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ART A418 Life Drawing: Advanced
Students will determine their own direction in
working from the figure through discussion
with the instructor. Finding an indivldual
approach will be stressed. This course may be
repeated for credit for up to three terms.
Prerequisite: three terms of life drawing or
consent of instructor. 3-6 crs.

A320,1321 1322 Drawing: Composition
For sludents with drawing experience:
problems covering a wide range of drawing
ideas discussed weekly in a group critique.
Work will be completed both in and outside of
class. Prerequisite: Drawing and Design or
consent of instructor. 3 crs.

PAINTING
Students are introduced to painting

through basic studies designed to give the
student control of the medium. As students
prog:ress, the focus changes from technical
abi.lity to how paintings convey feeling or
illustrate ideas. At ttre advanced level,
students initiate their own projects.

A234 I 235 I 236 Watercolon
Demonstrations and step-by-step projects will
teach the student how to use the materials,
employ the techniques and control the
medium. Projects wi.ll include the necessary
fundamental exercises and encourage
individual directions. 3 crs.
AZA1 l2AZl283 Painting I
Fundamentals of painting, development of
perceptual skills and basic painting
vocabulary. Specific problems are designed to
focus on observation, color and control of the
medium. 3 crs.
A33O/331/332 Painting llr Intenmediate
Designed to increase proficiency to the point
that students feel comfortable with the tools.
techniques and concepts of painting.
Emphasi.zes contemporary approaches,
ranging from representational to abstract.
Individual interpretation of problems is
encouraged. Prerequlsite: 9 credits of
Painting I or equivalent or consent of
instructor. 3 crs.
A44O(gl Painting lll:
Advanced Studio Work
An opportunity for advanced students to
work independently, yet maintain weekly
contact with the instructor. Discussion time
will be set i.ndividually wi.th each student.
Prerequisite: Intermediate Painting, or
Intermediate Drawing, or consent of
instTuctor. 3-6 crs.

SCULPTURE
Sculpture is getting i.ncreased attention

nowadays as there are more opportunities for
commissioned works for public spaces. The
focus of the sculpture program is on a flexible
understanding of form and scale that can be
of use when working in a variety of materials.
A345 Sculpture l: lntroduction
Students will begin their understanding of
form and space by modeling small scale
studies of the human figure in ciay.
Prerequisite: Design and Drawing, or consent
of instructor. 3 crs.

A346,1347 Sculpture ll
Continuing exploration of sculpture methods
and concepts. Inexpensive materials are used
to explore understanding of the sculptural
ob.ject. Both abstract and representational
ideas will be discussed. Prerequisite:
Sculpture I. 3 crs.

A441 Sculpture lll:
Advanced Studio Wonk
An opportunity for advanced students to
work independently yet maintain contact
with an instructor. Prerequisite: 4347 ot
equivalent, or consent of instructor. 3-6 crs.

PBINTMAKING
From the tradition of Durer and Rembrandt

to the adventurous work of Warhol and
Rauschenberg, prints have allowed wider
dissemination of original artworks at prices
more affordable than those for one-of-a-kind
items. While the printmaking courses focus
on the production of "original fine art prints"
(as opposed to reproductions), the various
media can be used in a variety of applications.
A268 lntroduction to Printmaking
A beginner's class, introducing the student to
a wide variety of press-oriented printing. The
class wiLl produce one edition from each of the
following areas: intaglio (etching), inkless
embossment and coliographs. No previous
printmaking classes required. 3 crs.

A360/36't/362 Block Printing
The earliest method of reproducing pictures,
wood block printing. today has reached a
highly sophisticated level as a fine art print
medium. Beginning students will cover the
three basic block printing techniques (single
color, white-line technique, subtracti.ve) and
multiple-block printing. Students are
encouraged to explore the medium in an
individual fashion with an emphasis on color
printing. 3 crs.24
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ART A366/367/368 Silkscneen
An introduction to the tools and techniques of
silkscreen printing, a versatile medium used
for everything from fine art prints to T-shirts.
The student is encouraged to explore new
areas of challenge while gaining technical
proficiency through practice of basic
techniques. In-class demonstrations will
include hand-cut paper and film stencils,
tusche and glue stencils, color blending, butt
and pin registration and other techniques for
printing on paper. Prerequisite: Drawing and
Design, or consent of instructor. 3 crs.

A369/370/371 Etching
This was Rembrandt's favorite printmaking
medium, and it's still used by artists today
because of its great variety of rich effects.
This introductory-intermediate class
emphasizes the unique qualities of the etched
plate as a printing medium. Hard ground,
soft ground, aquating and open biting will be
covered. Intermediate students will explore
color printing and improve editioning skills.
3 crs.
A443 Printmaking lll:
Advanced Studio Work
An opportunity for advanced students to
work independently while maintaining
contact with the instructor. Prerequisite: 6
crs. at Intermediate level in specific discipline.
3-6 crs.

PHOTOGBAPHY
From artistic to scientific, the broad range

of applications of photography have made
this medium integral to zoth century 1ife.
Students are given a solid grounding in
general photographic techniques using the
35mm camera. In intermediate and advanced
leve1 classes students may use formats of
their choice and shooting/lab assignments are
made individually. The focus is on
understanding photographic content, and
developing the technical skill required to
clearly convey it.
A261 Photography l:
Beginning Black & White Photography
Emphasis is on acquiring basic skills, camera
ease and knowledge of darkroom procedures.
Class includes shooting assignments,
personal/group critique, printing concerns,
technical exercises, publications review. 3 crs.
A262 Photography l: Beginning Golor
A basic photography course focusing on
understanding' the camera and color
darkroom work. Class includes shooting

assignments, personal/group critique,
rnaking color prints, basic color theory.
Students can look forward to making
competent color photographs. 3 crs.
A337 Photography ll: Black and White
Students are encouraged to pursue personal
awareness of photographic goals and to
acquire the technical competence to enact
them. Emphasis is on image seeking and
creating photographic language.
Prerequisite: Photography I, or consent of
instructor. 3 crs.
A338 Photography ll:
Technical Applications
A course focusing on practical applications of
photography. Lighting, films, copying of
artwork (i.e., making color slides), flash and
matting/framing presentation will be covered.
Prerequisite: Photography I. 3 crs.
A339 Photography ll: Golor -
Advanced Printing & Shooting
This course focuses on expanding the
students'skills in color photography through
critique, shooting assi.gnments and darkroom
work. Prerequisite: A338. 3 crs.
A4421gl Photography lll
Advanced Seminar
The emphasis of this course is image
development. Advanced students work
independentty and meet with instructors and
other students for weekly critique session.
3-6 crs.
A3OB History of Photognaphy:
1840-1950
(From Daguerre to Life Magazinel
A survey of the development of photography
through discussion of major figures and the
broader context of changing attitudes toward
photogl'aphy. 3 crs.
A3O9 History of Photography:
From Bobent Frank to Present Day
In the 195Os Robert Frank brought to
photography a revolutionary method of
considering ttre American scene. This course
begins with a discussion of Frank's impact
and major photographers of the past 30 years.
A31O History of Photography:
Selected Topics
Concentrated studies of specific subjects of
significance. 3 crs.
ABT HISTORY

Art history provides the artist or viewer with
a,n understanding of today's art and illustrates
the link between contemporary art and the art
of the past.26



A1O1 Modenn Survey
Fnom Goya to Van Gogh
A survey of European Art of the 1 9th century
from Romanticism to Post-Impressionism.
Focuses on profound changes in the
meanings, methods and purposes of art. 3 crs.
A1O2 Modern Survey:
From Munch to Pollock (19OO-195osl
The arts from the turn of the century in
Europe to the 195Os in New York City.
Included are great innovators such as
Picasso, Matisse, Klee, Mondrian, Pollock,
Gaudi and Frank Lloyd Wright; and art
movements such as Cubism, German
Expressionism, Surrealism and Abstract
Expressionism. 3 crs.
A3O1 Ant History: From Caves to
Pyramids . . . And to Today
Does modern art look pri.mitive or do cave
paintings look modern? Contemporary artists
still work with problems faced by the cave
painter thousands of years ago and modern
architects design structures based on post-
and-lintel as used by the first builders. This
course will look at the art of our earliest
ancestors through their images (woman,
man, animals), their strelters (the beginnings
of architecture) and their forms
(representational images versus abstract
signs). 3 crs.

A3O2 Art History: Greece and Rome -
Art for Ant's Sake
The Greeks may have been the first to believe
that "art" was "good" for you. Portland City
Hall, The Portland Building, the Justice
Center, Pioneer Courthouse Square - 

just a
few examples of the architecture a,nd art that
are common today that have been touched by
the Greeks and Roman thinkers of two
thousand years ago. Beginning with the
world of the ancient Greeks, this course
traces the classical "ideal" through Pompeiian
frescos, English villas, sculpture in Nara,
Japan, and painting from da Vinci to
Mondrian. 3 crs.

A3O3 Art History: Eunope from
"Barbarians" to "Masters"
From the involved decorative arts of Vikings
and Celts through the magnificent medieval
cathedrals to the Rennaisance and the
modern idea of the artist as individual
creator. This course discusses some of the
best known artists along with the times that
produced them and the ideas that they share.
3 crs.

A3O6 Art History: Selected Topics
Concentrated studies of speclal subjects of
significance. 3 crs.
A3O7 Modern Survey: Contemporary
Art and Artists
Introductory discussions of art since 195O
and the context in which it is made and seen.
Included are frequent class visits to Portland-
area galleries and museums and selected
readings on contemporary art. 3 crs.
A3O8/3O9/31O History of Photography
See "Photograptry" courses.
ABT ADMINISTPATION

Internships allow students to gain direct,
practical experience through work with arts
organizations, buslnesses and other art-
related situations. Persons interested must
contact the Art office for information prior to
registration.
A29413941 494 lnternship: Gallery
Administnation.
Marylhurst galleries - The Gym and Mayer
Gallery. 2-12 crs.
-4.294 Exhibition planning and installation,
public relations.
4394: Financing planning and accounting,
grantsmanship, fund raising. Prerequisite:
4294
4494: Special Projects: continued practicum
in gallery administration. Prerequisite A394.
4'394 Internship in Arts Administration:
Off-Campus. Internship opportunities may be
available with (1) Metropolitan Arts
Commission, (2) Blue Sky Gallery, (3) Portland
Center for the Visual Arts, (4) Northwest
Artists Workshop, (5) Contemporary Crafts
Association, (6) Northwest Film Study Center
and others. Prerequisite: ,{294 Internship.
2-12 crs.
A487t Dealing With Galleries -
The Business of Ant
A concentrated workshop on professional
practices in the visual arts, including
discussions of presenting oneself as an artist,
consigning artworks, record keeping and
taxes. Offered each winter term. 1 cr.

SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS
A488l9l Advanced Seminan I
A489l9l Advanced Seminan ll
These courses break down the myths and
explain practices fundamental to the realm of
artist, viewer, gallery, museum, studio,
marketing and public relations. Through
discussions, visits to events and presentations

ART
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by guest speakers, participants will begin to
piece together a framework for their own
views in order to find their way in the art
world. A "defensive driving" course for the
creative person. 3 crs.

A492(gl Seminar: Art Now
An examinati.on in depth of aspects of art of
the last quarter century. This course will
engage some of the most difficult, provocative
and confusing issues in contemporary art.
Students will be given research/reading
assignments to prepare for weekly dlscussion.
This is a course for adventurous, self-
motivated students. Prerequisite: A course
surveying art since 1950, or consent of
instructor. 3 crs.
A446 Visiting Antists
The Visiting Artist Program invites artists to
teach concentrated special courses closely
allied to tlreir career interests.
A29Ol39Ol 49o(gl Seminar
A491(gl Experimental Gourse
4293-393-493(9! Workshop
Concentrated workshops are offered
throughout the year to focus on specific skills
and knowledge outside the realm of regular
cLasses.

COUBSES BY ARRANGEMENT
A494tgl lntennship: Apprenticeship
Working with professionals in art,
photography and design fields is arranged
for advanced students with substantial
backgrounds in the disciplines in which they
plan to be apprenticed. 2-12 crs.
A486 Art Travel Study
Recognizing the need for the widest possible
experience, Marylhurst offers credit for
arranged tours to museums and galleries out
of state and abroad. In addition, credit can be
arranged for a student's independent travel to
art institutions and sites in the United States
and abroad. 2-9 crs.
A494(gl Independent Study
Designed to meet the needs and interests of
students who wish to pursue a course of study
independent of regular class structure,
meetings and assignments. Credit by contract
can be arranged.
ART THESIS

The Art Thesis is an intensive program for
the advanced student. It encompasses three
quarters and involves the student in
developing a coherent body of finished
artworks.

A496(9l Art Thesis: Proposal
The first quarter of the 1z-credit Art Thesis.
The thesis proposal is a written document
prepared in consultation with the thesis
adviser which outlines the project to be
completed. During this first quarter the
student prepares the proposal and begins
artwork in line with the proposal.. 3 crs.

A497(gl Ant Thesis: Studio Work
Second quarter of the 12-credit Art Thesis.
Studio work as described in proposal
developed during 4496. 6 crs.
A498lgl Art Thesis: Presentation,
Exhibition and Review
Final quarter of the 12-credit Art Thesis.
Studio work is completed and artworks are
prepared for the Spring Thesis Exhibition.
Student assists in mounting the exhibition.
Preparation of written report on the thesis
project; review of written thesis report and
artworks by a thesis committee. 3 crs.

EXHIBITIONS
Since opening i.n the fall of 1980 The Art

Gym has presented the work of over 70
Northwest artists, hosted 15 public forums,
and published 12 exhibition catalogues -a record no other Oregon exhibition prog'ram
can claim.

Exhibitions have included solo shows for
prominent Northwest artists - Lucinda
Parker, Michele Russo, Jay Backstrand, Tad
Savinar, Mel Katz and others; thematic shows

- an exhibition of works by nine cartoonists
from Oregon and Washington is on a two year
tour of the Western States; and shows of large
scale sculpture and site-related works in the
gallery and on the Marylhurst grounds,
including a year-long exhibition of sculpture
by Lee Kelly.

A second exhibi.tion space, the Mayer
Gallery, is housed within the Mayer Art
Building. Its exhibitions focus on small scale
works such as drawings, photographs, small
paintings and sculpture.

ART
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ART KAY SLUSARENKO
Chair. B.A. University of Idaho.
PAUL SUTINEN
Program Assistant. B.A. candidate, Portland
State University.
TERRI HOPKINS
Exhibitions Director. B.A. Oberlin College;
M.A. University of Chicago.

FACULTY
MARLENE BAUEB
B.F.A. Museum Art School, Portland.
TAD SAVINAR
B.A. Colorado College.
PATRICIA STEBINGER, SNJM
B.A. Marylhurst College; M.F.A. Universityof
Washington.

FACULTY ASSOCIATES
DALE JONES
B.A. The Evergreen State College.
HELEN LESSICK
B.A. Reed College; M.F.A. University of
California, Irvine.
NANCY MC KIMENS
B.A., M.A. University of Oregon.
STEVEN NANGE-SASSER
B.S. Portland State University.
THOMAS A. PROCHASKA
B.A. University of Wisconsin; M.F.A. Pratt
Institute, Brooklyn.
GHRISTOPHER RAUSCHENBERG
B.A. The Evergreen State College.
MARGABET SHIRLEY
B.A. Reed College; B.F.A. YaIe University;
M.F.A. Portland State University.
VALERIE WILLSON
B.F.A. Museum Art School, Portland.

For more information contact:
Depal+ment of Art
Marylhunst Gollege for Lifelong Learning
Marylhurst, OB 97036
5O3 / 636-81 41 or 224-5828
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BUSINESS
AND
MANAGEMENT

The managemenG program at
Marylhurst is designed to develop and
strengthen professional skills in adults
who are managers or students who have
completed community college
management training. Gourses generally
deal with theoretical material and
relevant applications to work settings.
Faculty members are professionals in
their teaching areas. Students represent
a wide variety of industries and
businesses in the greater Portland area.
Courses may be taken individually for
those who wish to strengthen their
management skills but ane not enrolled in
the degree pnogram.

The Business/Management Department
maintains a cooperative wonking
relationship with community college
programs in the metropolitan areas.
Persons holding associate degrees in
certain programs from Portland
Gommunity College, Mt. Hood Gommunity
Gollege or Glackamas Community Gollege
may transfer their credits toward a
Marylhurst bachelor's degnee in
management. Marylhunst also has
cooperative arrangements with
Tektronix, First lnterstate Bank of
Oregon, U.S. BanGorp, General Telephone
and the professional programs of the
American lnstitute of Banking, lnstitute
of Financial Education and Ghartered Life
Underwriter courses. Credit fon many
courses taken through these programs
may be accepted as part of the degree
requirements.

Bequirements for the Bachelor of
Science Degree
1. A minimum of 18O quarter credits
2. A minimum of 6O upper division credits
3. A minimum of 4O Marylhurst credits
4. A LIFE seminar, 5 credits minimum. See
the Liberal Arts section for further details.
5. Major Area Requirements
6. Liberal Arts Requirements:
B.S. (48 credits) Distribution: A rninimum of
12 credits representing at least two subjects
in each of the following:
Cornrnunications
Humanities
Science/Math

12 crs.
12 crs.
12 crs.

Maior Area Requirements
The Bachelor of Science requires a

minimum of 66 credit hours of business
and/or management credits; a minimum of 50
of these must be upper division (3oo-4OO level)
credits. Students must complete the following
core requlrements.
Gone Requirements
ACCT 32o Fundamentals of
Accountirrg 5 crs.

upper division
or

6 crs.
lower division

4 crs.
upper division

or
6 crs.

Lower division
3 crs.

upper division
or

3 crs.
lower division

and approval by
Dept. Chairman

EC 326 Applied Economics

QA 34o Managerial Statistics

MGT 3OO Management Processes 3 crs.
upper division

In addition to the core requirements,
students wiII complete the following courses:
MKT 33O Research and Reporting: 3 crs.
MKT 331 Appiied Marketing

Social Sciences
Total

Strategies
MKT 313 Planning

and Systems
MGT 311 Management Styles
and Leadership
MGT 312 Organizational
Behavior
MGT 315 Human Resources
Management

Electives
MAJOR TOTAL

12 crs
48 crs

3 crs.
5 crs.

3 crs.

3 crs.

3 crs.

3 crs.

8-12 crs.
Minimum 66 crs.

CIS 345 Management Information
Systems 3 crs.
ACCT 322 Managerial Accounting 3 crs.
FIN 42O Managerial Finance 3 crs.
FIN Finance Elective 3 crs.
Approved Computer Electives (DBMS)
or Computer Language 3 crs.
MGT 310 Organizational Structures

MGT 49o Advanced Management Studies
Seminar or Research 5 crs.
Specialized Business or Management
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Bachelor of Science in Management
Systems Analysis Option lGomputer
lnfonmation Systemsl

Systems Analysis represents the largest
applications area of computing. CIS programs
are geared to educating developers of
information systems that utilize computers in
a business-administrative environment.
Thus, its subject matter includes hardware,
software procedures and human resources
that comprise the computer based information
systems, and the business context within
which computer systems are applied.

Students in the program will develop basic
technical knowledge of computer trardware
and software systems, high level software
design and programming skills, and
competencies in applying systems analysis
and systems design strategies and tectrniques.
In addition to these skills, the student should
have an understanding of the business/
management ox garizational context of
information systems, and should possess
human relations skills in managing people
and projects.
GIS Gore Gourses
CIS 1O1 Introduction to Computer
Based Systems
CIS 2OO Applications Program
Development I (COBOL I)
CIS 2o1 Applications Program
Development II (COBOL II)
CIS 3OO Systems Analysis Methods
CIS 35O Structures Systems
Analysis & Design
CIS 4OO Database Program
Development
CIS 45O Applied Software
Development Project

Plus 2O credits from the Business/
Management core courses.

3 crs.

3 crs.

3 crs.
3 crs.

3 crs.

5 crs.

5 crs.
25 crs.

In addition, students must select up to 21
credits from the following electives:
CIS 32O Software & Hardware
Concepts
CIS 33O Decision Support Systems
CIS 41O Advanced Database Concepts
CIS 42O Distributed Data
Processing
CIS 44O Information Resource
Management
MKT 33O Research & Reporting
MKT 331 Marketing Strategies
MKT 313 Planning
EC 326 Economics

MGT 311 Management Styles and
Leadership

Specializations
Persons interested in pursuing degrees

emphasizing certain skill areas in business or
management may apply for a specialized
degree in ttre areas of health, human
resources, hotel and restaurant management,
police, Iaw enforcement, fire sciences,
international business, inventory control and
quality control. Students must obtain
approval of the Department chair for these
specializations.
Requirements for Management
Goncentration (8.4, lnterdisciplinary
Studiesl
1. A minimum of 36 upper division quarter
credit hours in management
2. Courses from the management curriculum
should reflect a balance of management skills:

3 crs-
BUSINESS
AND
MANAGEMENT

3 crs.
3 crs.
5 crs.

3 crs.

5 crs.
3 crs.
3 crs.
5 crs.
3 crs.

A. General Core
B. Systems Courses
C. Finance Courses
D. Behavioral Courses
E. Specialized Electives

6 crs.
I crs.
6 crs.
I crs.
6 crs.

3. Students desiring entry into Master of
Business Administration (MBA) or Master of
Science in Management degree programs
should take the following specialized electives:
Applied Statistics
Applied Economics
Financial Management
Organizational Structures and Designs
Planning
Computer Elective
Plus one operational course (Manufacturing,
Production, Legal Issues) or one behavioral
course (Leadersh ip. etc.).
4. PLE students selecting this option will be
required to meet the same specific course
requirements as above. It is strongly
recommended that statistics and economics be
taken in a classroom environment unless a
person has extensive background in these
areas.
Other specialized majors which may not carry
transfer credit - e.g.. Supervisory
Development Training, Fire Services, Legal
Assistance, Banking and Finance - may be
accepted at Marylhurst College for a certain
number of credits deterrnined after evaluation
by the Management faculty.

Gourses
All courses are offered at least once each

academic year at one of Marylhurst's 33
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locations. Degree students should check with
their advisers on a regular basis to ensure
they are meeting program requirements.
MGT 3OO Management Processes
This course is required of aII entering
Management degree students or students
with a concentration in Management. Course
surveys topics in business and management,
including history, environment, the role of
government and theories of management.
Students will also have an opportunity to
complete math and verbal skills level exams
for future placement. 3 crs.
MKT 33O Reseanch and Reporting
Ttris workshop provides students with a
working knowledge of primary research
methods including market research, goals
and objectives, j.nstrument design, market
segment, pre-test instruments, data collection
and analysis. 3 crs.
MKT 331 Marketing Strategies
Provides the student with a working
knowledge of marketing strategY
development including market segments,
marketing research, goals and objectives,
marketing mix (product, price, place,
promotion) and marketing evaluation. 3 crs.

MGT 313 Planning Strategies
Covers the language of planning theory and
methods for using planning as a tool for
organizations of any size. Inctruded are ways
to incorporate strategic thinking, tactics,
communication of plans, distinction between
Iong and short-range goals, and coordination
of resources. Seminar includes independent
study, projects and classroom work. 5 crs.

CIS 345 Management lnformation
Systems
The student wiII obtain an understanding of
the concepts and designs of various
management information systems that canbe
used by companies. Topics emphasized include
managing with M.I.S., techniques arrd tools
for system development and manager's view
of computer systems. 3 crs.

MGT 336 Business Systems for Small
Organizations
Explores manual and computer accounting
systems that could be utilized in small
orga,rrizations suctr as small businesses,
not-for-profit agencies and medical office
buildings. Introduces the use and application
of micro and mini-computers. Prior
accounting and computer background not
required. 3 crs.

FINANCE COURSES
ACCT 32O Fundamentals of Accounting
This course is designed as an introduction
and overview of accounting for students who
have had no prior coursework. Topics include
accounting terminology, financial statement
development and measurement and reporting
of income. Bal.ance sheets and income
statements are discussed with in-depth study
ofmajor expense and asset accounts and their
treatment. 4 crs.

AGGT 322 Managerial Accounting
The student will be exposed to the three major
Internal Accounting Systems used by
Management: Full Cost, Differential and
Responsibility accounting. The student will
learn how to develop and use cost systems for
budgeting, product pricing and investment
analysis. Pre-requisite of ACCT 32o
recommended, or equivalent. 3 crs.

FIN 42O Managerial Finance
Focuses on the allocation of funds within a
business system. Topics emphasized incl.ude
mathematics of finance, capital budgeting,
financia,l markets and cost of capital. 3 crs.

EC 326 Applied Economics
Provides a basis for understanding the
economic factors that play a role in many
problems confronting us today: natural
resource limitations, energy development,
recessions and government spending and
taxing. Identifies factors that affect the level
of employment and output, and examines the
structure and operation of the monetary
system. 3 crs.
FIN 426 lnvestments
Offers a good understanding of the securities
markets. Emphasis will be on equity
investments from the standpoint of the
underlying asset values of companies.
Student will gain an understanding of the
functioning of the securities markets and
their utilization by individual and industrial
investors. 3 crs.

OUANTITATIVE COURSES
OA 34O Managerial Statistics
Students learn basic concepts including
descriptive statistics, probability, sampling,
statistical inference and regression analysis.
Touches on advanced topics such as
econometrics, decision theory and statistical
quality control. Emphasis on application to
problems in the business and public sector. 3
crs.34
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OA 345 Mathematics for Business and
Finance
This course will heip the adult learner
understand the principles behind use of
mathemati.cal formulas in everyday activities
such as calculation of simple and compound
interest, figuring annuities and mortgages,
and rate of return. Students will solve
practical problems exploring use of pocket
calculators and applying principles of
investment analysis to personal and business
issues. 3 crs.

BEHAVIORAL COURSES
MGT 310 Organizational Structures
and Systems
Exploration of the nature and consequences
of human behavior and change in work
settings. Na,ture of organizations, work
structuring, contemporary management
designs, planned change and influence,
systems analysis and evaluation, and
organization development theories. 3 crs.

MGT 311 Management Styles and
Leadership
Development of personal management and
Ieadership styles, recognition of personal
needs and expectations, personal motivation,
stress management techniques and the
relation of a person's style to the needs of the
organization. 3 crs.

MGT 312 Organizational Behavior
Explores human betravior in organizations,
particularly managers working with groups.
Deals with such concepts as motivation,
control, power and balance. Overview of basic
theorles and writers with practical application
and opportunity for personal research. 3 crs.

MGT 315 Human Resources Management
Survey of modern human resources
management. Includes overview as well as
in-depth analysls of policies; government
regulatlons including EEOC, OSHA, ERISA,
wage and hour laws, as well as introductory
overview of Iabor relations. 3 crs.

ADVANCED MANAGEMENT
SEMINAPS

The advanced Management Seminars,
required of al1 management graduates and
those with management concentration in the
Interdiscipli"nary program, provide a form of
critical contemporary management issues.
The seminars are led by Marylhurst faculty
and community leaders. The range of
seminars is broad and includes titles such as:

Managing Technology, Portland - The City
and Its Business Environment, Management
Values - The Growing Concern, Performance
Evaluation, Assessment Techniques for
Manag:ers.
MGT 499 Applied Besearch/Pnacticum
Offers students opportunities to apply
theoretical knowledge to their work or
professional environments in a controlled and
evaluated process. Student selects problem
relating to any of ttre management skills
(personnel, marketing, evaluation,
operational analysis, etc.) and - working
individually wi.th assigned instructor -designs professional study or product
(article, research, skills). 9-12 crs.

PROFESSIONAL SERIES
The Business and Management Department

each term offers various professionally
oriented seminars useful for business or
industry specialists or students. Included are
one-day seminars on: The Stock Maiket. Sales
Management, Managerial Image, Issues in
Business Law.
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MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
MANAGEMENT

The Master of Science Degree Program
is designed for experienced managens, or
fon those who have a sound understanding
of management as a profession. lt seeks
to help individuals improve critical and
strategic management skills such as
problem solving, decision making, and
analysis, lt also serves as a forum for the
improvement of knowledge in areas of
critical concern to those in the business
community who are responsible for
canrying out company policy and for
marshalling human and technical
resources, The program combines
serious academic study with professional
applications of theory and research. The
format accommodates working adults
through a two-to-three-year program
which includes four major areas of study
and a professional research proiect or
thesis. Terms are 15 weeks long and
students should expect to spend a
minimum of one evening per week and 3-5
weekends for each seminar,

Gourse of Study
FIN 51O Strategic Business Planning
and Analysis
A strategic investigation of overall business
strategies with a perspective in financial and
economic strategy and analysis, this seminar
places the student in the context of
environmental analysis and planning
strategies. ? crs.
MGT 59O Field Research Methods
An investigation ofbasic research models and
techniques for managers focusing on helping
the student tighten and improve research
capabilities. 2 crs.

MGT 53O Values and Decision Making
This seminar examines philosophical
differences in human value systems and
provides a base for understanding the range
of decision-making options within various
value contexts. Specific techniques in decision
making are examined, providi.ng'tools for
analysis and application. 7 crs.
MGT 591 Research/Project Design
Individual research leads to project proposal
design. 2 crs.

CIS 55O Technology, Tools for Problem
Solving
Through this seminar, students strengthen
abilities to articulate problems for which
technology or statistical methods are
appropriate. The seminar combines study of
information science and quantitative
measurements. ? crs.
CIS 551 Reading and Conference
Students are given opportunlty to strengthen
skill.s in computer technology, or other areas
of interest in technical fields.
MGT 57O Organizational Analysis and
Practicum
Students develop analytical consulting ski.lls
and apply their learning to practical
situations. Field research is individually
designed and must have the approval of the
Department. I crs.
MGT 592 Besearch Project
Projects for the M.S. are intended to be useful
and applied professional research. 6 crs.
MGT 593 Gontemporany lssues Seminar
This final seminar provides opportunity for
students and Ieaders in management fields to
interact on contemporary lssues and
problems. 3 crs.
Admissions

Students are admitted to the M.S. program
through a formal admission process managed
by the Graduate Admission Committee. Those
applicants whom the committee feels lack
sufficient background, may be required to
take pre-requisite course work.

The application process reqrrires the
following:
1. Official transcripts from undergraduate
work.
2. Scores from one of the following:
MiIIer's Analogies Test (MAT) or,
Graduate Management Admissions
Test (GMAT) or,
Graduate Record Exam (GRE)
3. A 5oo-word essay outlining the applicant's
goals for the program, as well as the
strengths that applicants will contribute for
the program.

Classes are admitted in September and
January. Deadlines are in mid-May for Fall
and at the beginning of October for January.

The graduate faculty committee are
responsible for all policy decisions and for the
overall management strategy of the program.

BUSTNESS
AND
MANAGEMENT
Master
of Science
in Management
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MIKE BURTON
Chair. B.S. Oregon State University; M.A.,
M.Ed. University of Portland; graduate study
Boston University and Air Force Institute of
Technology.

JON SINCLAIR
Assistant Chair and Director Management
Graduate Program. B.A. Whitworth CoIIege;
8.D., M.A. San Francisco Theological
Seminary; Graduate study Northeastern
University.

FACULTY ASSOCIATES
BARNY ANDERSON
B.A. Stanford University; Ph.D. Johns
Hopkins University.
BOB BRUNING
B.S. Portland State University; M.S. Columbia
University.
R. CRAIG BYRD
B.B.A. University of Portland; M.B.A.
University of Portland; Graduate study
Portland State University.
JOHN CEDERLIND
B.S. Lewis & Clark College; 8.S., M.B.A.
Portland State University.
DEANE CLARKSON
B. S. , M. S. University of Oregon; Ph. D. Oregon
State University; Post doctoral studies Oregon
State University and North Carolina State
University.
BOB COSTT
B.S. Portland State University; E.Ed. Lewis &
Clark College; M.A. Arizona State University;
Ph.D. University of ldaho.
ROBEBT L,, DAOUST
B.S. California State University at Long Beach;
M.B.A. Pepperdine University at Los Angeles.
TEBESA DE LORENZO
B.A. Reed College; M.B.A. Pepperdine
University.
ROBERT DOYLE
Il.S., M.B.A. Xavier University.
RONALD ENNIS
A.B. Stanford University; M.A. Boston
University; Ph.D. Vanderbilt University.
DAVID GARDNER
B.S. Dartmouth College; graduate study
Portland State University.
DOLONES GIAMMATTEO
B.A. Marylhurst College.
MIKE GIAMMATTEO
B.S. Slippery Rock State Teachers College;
M.E., Ph.D. University of Pittsburgh.
GEOFGE GOLSON
B.A. University of Paris, the Sorbonne.

MARSIA GUNTER
B.A., M.B.A. Idaho State University.
BEFRY HUELSMAN
A.B. Miami University; M.S. Ohio State
University.
OLGA JOHNSON
B.B.A. Pacific University; graduate study
Portland State University; CPA.
LARRY KELLERMAN
B.A. University of California, Davis; M.B.A.
West Coast University, Los Angeles; graduate
study, California State University, Fullerton
TERRY KESTER
B.S., M.B.A. Oregon State University.
JOHN LAMB
Il.A., M.S. University of Portland.
DALE LAND
B.G.S. Universityof Nebraska; M.B.A. Golden
Gate University, San Francisco.
CLARE MAC ISAAC, SNJM
B.A. Marylhurst CoIIege; M.A. University of
Notre Dame; Ph.D. University of Oregon;
Graduate study Indiana University.
JEANNE MC TAVISH
B.A. University of Michigan; M.A., Ph.D.
University of Oregon.
ALAN OYLER
B.S. Brigham Young University; M.S.
University of Utah; J.D. Lewis & Clark College
MAYO ROY
B.A. Linfield CoIIege; M.A. University of
Chicago; Graduate study Portland State
University.
WENDY STERNBERG
B.A. Psychology Queens CoIIege, New York;
Ph.D. City University, New York.
KURT WEHBRING
B.A. Dartmouth College; M.U.P., master of
urban planning, Columbia University.

For mone information contactl
Depantment of Business and Management
Marylhunst Gollege fon Lifelong Learning
Manylhunst, OB 97036
503 / 636-8141 ot 224-5828
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Library classes at Manylhurst Gollege
provide continuing professional
development for the school, public,
academic and special librarian.
lnstructors are librany professionals,
teaching in their aneas of expertise.

ln addition to regular 1O-week classes,
there are one-day and weekly workshops
and seminars, with some sessions ranging
up to six weeks in length.

Classes change each quarter to meet
the current needs of librarians; a
representative sample of counse offerings
is listed below:

MDL 384 Greating a More Successful
Work Environment
This workshop is based on the Personal
Profile System (PPS) developed by Performax
Systems International lt heightens
understanding of one's work style and
identifies the environment most conducive to
success. Non-cr.
MDL 381 Basic Gataloging
Introduction to descriptive cataloging and
princi.ples of classification and subject
analysis. 2 crs.
MDL 385 Assertiveness and Stress
Management For Libranians
This workshop wilt provide library personnel
with an opportunity to learn the basics of
assertiveness and stress-coping skills to
manage overload and anxiety. Non-cr.
MDL 355 Basics of Online Literature
Searching
Basic searching techni.que, with emphasis on
the DIALOG system. Course covers Boolean
conceptualization, search negotiation, system
and file selection, search structuring,
commands and codes. Students have
opportunity to search online. 1 cr.
MDL 357 Library and Technology
of the '8Os
Review of emerging technologies that are
dramatically changing the way libraries do
business. Topics include mini- and micro-
computers, online networks, tele-facsimile,
sateltite transmission and electronic mail. 2
crs.
MDL 360 Micro-Gomputer Applications
An introduction to the evaluation, selection
and use of word processing, electronic
spreadsheets and database management

systems on today's micro-computer systems.
2 crs.
MDL 354 Document Delivery
Exploration of effective means of providing
document deli.very to back up online reference
services. Topics will include interlibrary
borrowing through channels as weII as
through non-traditional sources such as
information brokers, professional society
services and dial order. 1 cr.

PAULA HAMILTON
Library and Program Director. B.A. San
Francisco CoIIege for Women; M.L.S.
University of Wisconsin.
JOAN JORGENSEN
Assistant Library Director. B.A. Eastern
Washington State College; M.L.S. University
of Washington.

FACULTY ASSOCIATES
RANDY COLVER
B.A., Western Oregon State College; M.L.S.
University of Oregon.
EUGENE G, LUKAC
B.S. LoweII Technological Institute; M.S.
University of Connecticut; M.L.S. University
of British Columbia.
MAUREEN SEAMAN
B.S. University of London; M.L.S. University
of Portland.
DONNA SHAVEB
Il.A., M.L.S. University of Oregon.
LESLIE WYKOFF
B.A. Portland State University; M.L.S.
University of Pittsburgh.
NANCY S. HEWISON
B.A. University of New Hampshire; M.L.S.
Simmons College.

For more information contact:
Libnary Management Program
Marylhurst Gollege for Lifelong Leanning
Marylhurst, OR 97036
503/636-81 41 ot 224-5828
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The Division of lndividualized Studies
seeks to link classic liberal ants education
to the contemporary needs and interests
of the adult learner. The Division has a

frankly activist perspective, which
assumes that Marylhurst learners ane
interested in using their education today,
to better their own lives, as well as the
lives of those around them, in their
families, organizations, and society in
general. The values-oriented liberal arts
curriculum asks learners to examine their
values - and their nesponsibilities - as
they develop and implement their evolving
life and learning plans. And finally, the
Division's programs are rooted in the
traditions of each of the liberal ants
areas-Gommunication, Humanities,
Science/Math, and Social Science-a
heritage which offers priceless wisdom to
the thoughtful and creative individual in
today's culture. The perspectives of
activism, contemporany values'
orientation, and traditional theony infonm
the curriculum in the Division of
lndividualized Studies. Whether learners
are seeking enrichment, electives or a
degree, the four liberal arts aFeas provide
flexible formats, personalized education
and diversified options.

ln seeking an lndividualized Degree, the
student shapes the maior within the
degree nequirements and under the
guidance of the academic adviser.
Together, the leanner and the adviser
select a problem focus la personal or
professional goall, courses which perpare
the leanner to analyze the problem, and
courses which help the learner to make
successful interventions in the problem'
Also, in correspondence with the three
themes which inform the Division's
curriculum, the learner is asked to
address:

The values orientation by completing a
Life Seminar
The tnaditions and theony component by
completing a Perspectives Gourse'
The activist dimension by completing an
Internship.

LIFE Seminan Program
LIFE - 

"Living Issues for the Eighties" -is an interdisciplinary seminar program
designed to appeal to the off-campus learner.
Seminars focus on contemporary issues which
will stimulate those seleking enrichment as
weII as those pursuing degrees.

Each LIFE Seminar offers the convenience
of home study and culminates with a live-in
workshop at the end of the quarter, completing
three assignments by mail. The third
assignment prepares students for the final
weekend seminar on the Marylhurst campus.

Through interdisciplinary perspectives of
science/mattr, humanities, social science and
communication, the LIFE Seminar program
seeks to:
a explore human values and examine their

influences on the quality of Iife today.
. stimulate curiosity and responsible concern

for the future of the world.
. build an academic foundation for analyzing

contemporary issues.
. strengthen human-relations skills in group

interaction.
o help participants recognize and achieve

their fullest human Potential.
Below are some of the LIFE seminars offered

at Marylhurst:
LIFE SGl4879
Perspectives on the Future:
lnner Space and Outer Space
With a regularity that is both stunning and
humbting, people are being'assaulted by new
discoveries about the solar system and
universe. As people look outward to space, so
they also are looking inward into their own
consciousness, and it is proving no less
dramatic. This seminar reviews some of the
recent, major discoveries in both inner and
outer space and attempts to integrate the mind
and the cosmos by exploring how and why
people make the discoveries they do.

LIFE GM/SS 489s
Ghange-Agentry: Making a Difference
If, indeed, the one constant in life is change,
then the most consistent challenge is being an
effective change-agent. The course explores
the dynamics of change-agentry and the
individual's role in successfully introducing
innovation. In particular, the seminar
examines models of change and styles of
change; strategies for communicating
innovations; and ethica,l consequences and
responsibilities of the change-agent.42



LIFE GM/SS 4899
Privacy: Managing the Boundaries
of the Self
Through the perspectives of communication,
psychology and sociology, this seminar
explores personal boundaries and the ways
people use those boundaries to control their
interactions with the world around them.
LIFE HM/SS 487s
War or Peace?
Whether war is considered to be a military or
a moral issue, people can no longer afford to
disregard the implications of the nulcear ag'e.
The seminar examines the differences between
war andother more personal forms of human
aggression; explores human values that
facilitate and hinder peace:
LIFE GM/SS 4899
Empathy
Among all communications skills, empathy is
unique in being at once the most desired and
least understood of human abilities. By using
philosophical, psychological and artistic
perspectives, the seminar explores the theory
and practice of empathy.
LIFE GM/SS 4879
The lnfluence of Excellence: Patterns
of Productivity
In today's fast-paced professional
environment, the creation of organizational
culture is an important aspect ofevery leader's
job. By developing a culture ofinnovation, the
Ieader fosters receptivity to change and
productivity through an emphasis on
excellence. This seminar examines the
characteristics of excellence in successful
organizations; explores communication
strategies for effective leadership; and reviews
the role of power and ctrange-agentry in
creating org:anizational cultures.
LIFE SS 488s
Personal Productivity: To Love and Work
When asked what is essential to healthy adult
life, Freud answered "To love and to work."
This seminar studies adult development;
examines the nature of professions,
organizational environments, intimate
relationships and the family in American
society; and explores ways of integrating
home and office, family and career, Iove and
work.
LIFE HM/SS 488s
Symbols: lnspiration and Power
Perhaps the most distinguishing "human"
quality of the human species is the ability to

create symbols. This seminar examines
symbols, how they unite people with other
cultures and traditions and how they can be
used to separate people from each other.
Symbols are explored using three avenues of
thought and experience: the personal
manifestations of symbol creations in dreams,
fairy tales, myths; the relational dimension of
symbolic interaction: Ianguage, behavior,
interpersonal influence; and the cultural
dimension of collective agreement:
advertising, art and religion.

LIFE CM/SS 4889
Values, Cultures and Conflacts
As individualists, Americans often pursue
personal freedoms, and at times find
ttremselves in conflict with others whose
values differ from theirs. By examining
personal values, and contrasting them with
those of others, a foundation for bridging
differences can be built. TLre seminar examines
cultural value differences - including
"cultures" suchas male/female, class, age, etc.;
it views value differences as a resource; and it
provides intercultural communication skills
to enhance interactions with other. dissimilar
people.

Perspeetive Series
The Perspectives Series is a special set of

courses developed to provide a comprehensive
overview of each of the Division's major areas
ofstudy. Perspectives courses are required for
students in their liberal arts majors or
concentrations, and they are strongly
recommended in supporting areas of students'
interdisciplinary programs.

The Perspectives courses are offered at the
senior level and provide an excellent
foundation for the student's upper-division
work. They should also be of interest to the
non-degree student who wants an
understanding of the fundamental approaches
to study in Western civilization.

See courses under Communication, Human
Studies, Humanities, Social Science and
Science for specific Perspectives offerings.

Experiential Gomponent
Theory and practice can be seen as the left

and right brain of the fully-functioning
Iearner. In support of the complete
development of the learner, the Individualized
Studies Division encourages participants in its
prograrrs to combine classroom learning with
experiential learning. Requirements relating
this experiential component may be satisfied
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either by credit for appropriate previous
experiences (see Prior Learning Experience
Program), or by credit earned through the
Division's Internship Program.

The Internship Program provides learners
with the option of receiving credit for working
in supervised field settings. The learner meets
periodically with a faculty sponsor for help in
processing the learning which emerges from
a combination of field experience, readings,
and written projects.

GOMMUNICATION
Communication is the process through

which people interrelate with each other in
friendships, families, groups, organizations
and cultures. Whether through spoken,
written, or non-verbal means, the effectiveness
of communication depends on the
understanding of concepts and the skill with
which they are applied to specific contexts.
Whether completing a communication major,
or seeking electives or enrichment, learners in
the communication program have ttre
opportunity to:
. become familiar with both the theory and

the practice of human communication for
personal and professional settings.

a integrate communication strategies into a
chosen area of development.

a use effective communication as when faced
with challenges in various social systems.

Major Requirements for the Bachelor
of Arts in Gommunication

A minimumof 70 credits in themajor area.
At least 4o of these 7O must be upper division
credits representing a minimum of 10 credits
in each of two subjects. Students must
complete, as part of the ?O credits:
a Communication Perspectives, 5 crs.
a LIFE Seminar in communication, 5 crs.
o Field experience in communication, 5 crs.

(either Internship or Prior Learning
Experience credit; minimum 5 crs., upper
division).

Gourses
GM XO4 Writing for Betunnees
For persons returning to the academic
environment (or for those who wish to polish
writing skills), this course provides an
opportunity to improve writing ability. 3 to 5
crs.
GM 101 Writing Tutorial
Immediate personal assistance to improve
written assignments for courses. 1 cr.

GM 2O1 Writing Tutonial for PLE
Students
For students developing Prior Learning
Experience essays, this ciass targ'ets
individual writing styles and designs
strategies for analytical thinking. 1 cr.
CM 2O5 Practical Skills for Thinking and
Writing
This course examines the basic elements of
writing-narration, argumentation, logic,
comparison and summary. Students work to
improve their skills. 3 crs.

CM 3O2 Travel Writing at Sea
While sailing Puget Sound aboard the
turn-of-the-century schooner, Adventuress,
the student will discover stories while on the
move; conduct pre-travel research, including
markets for one's work; and discover how to
make travel pay. 2 crs.

CM 3O3 Magazine Article Writing
Designed for persons interested in publishing
their own work regularly, this course offers
guidance in techniques of rnarketing,
developing the subject and writing articles. 3
crs.
CM 3O5 lnterviewing
Many situations place the professional person
in an interview setting. Participants in this
course develop skills in reducing
defensiveness, initiating and maintaining
communication, persuasion and effective
listening. 3 crs.
CM 322 lnterpersonal Gommunication
Participants increase effectiveness in personal
and professional interactions through
development of interpersonal communication
skills. 3 crs.
CM 323 Gommunication and the Art of
Listening
The ability to pay attention to what others are
saying is often the decisive factor in whether
a person's own expressions make sense. This
course concentrates on developing techniques
of Iistening skills. 3 crs.
CM 324 Gommunication Between Men
and Women: A Pnofessional and Personal
Perspeccive
Explore the nature of problems in the
male-female encounter, methods of resolving
difficulties, and skills useful in developing
more effective communication. 3 crs.

CM 332 Speaking to an Audience
The professional environment often demands
ofpeople that they express themselves clearly46



and confidently. This course emphasizes the
techniques of organizing messages, using an
interpersonal style and handling difficult
audiences. 3 crs.
CM 341 Group Leadership Stnategies
Examinethevarious kinds oftask groups and
techniques that can be used to improve
effectiveness in conducting efficient,
productive meetings and in establishing
appropriate group climates. 3 crs.
CM 360 Therapist-Glient Belations
Demonstrate and apply communication skills
such as attending, pacing, paraphrasing, use
of open, closed and challenging questions,
summarization, self-disclosure and
interpretation. Designed for practicing or
potential professionals. 3 crs.
CM 363 Advertising
Principles, researctr techniques and
applications of advertising and public
relations. 3 crs.
CM 364 Developing an Advertising
Campaign
Participants explore skills needed to research
a product, identify an audience, develop a
sense of creative strategy, analyze print and
broadcast media and measure advertising
impact. 3 crs.
CM 365 Persuasion in the Modern World
Examine persuasion in the surrounding
world, investigate the values underlying
persuasive campaigns, explore the motives to
which persuaders appeal and review
contemporary ethical standards. 3 crs.
CM/PSY 375 Gults, Brainwashing and
Mind Maintenance
Brainwashing has emerged from Cold War
politics into the life of every individual who
has been exposed to religious or political cults.
This course focuses on how brainwashing
technigues bring about immediate, extreme
belief changes and how those changes are
maintained. 3 crs.
CM/PSY 39O Paranormal Communication
Mystics , telepaths , clairvoyants and even some
physicists acknowledge a reality where the
rules of "normal" communication do not hold.
This course explores scientifically-
investigated psychic phenomena. 3 crs.
CM 394/494 Gommunication lnternship
Opportunity to complement formal learning
with supervised field experience in approved
professional setting. Credit arranged
individually.
CM 421 Small Gnoup Behavior
This course draws on current theory and

researctr in communication to explore the
concepts and teach the skills necessary for
improved leadership and membership in
g'roups, 3 crs.

CM 4229 Adyanced lntenpersonal
Gommunication
Examination of selected perspectives on
interpersonal communication that have had
the most impact on both research and practice,
including attribution theory, communication
systems, social exchange and rules theory.
Application of theories and research to the
problem of selecting communication behaviors
most appropriate for interpersonal conflict
incidents. 3 crs.

GM 423 Gommunication in the Context
of Grisis
Communication behavior is typically at its
worst in the very situations that require the
best from people. Examine the spirals that
create these frustrating episodes and
relational disasters, and explore adjustments
that enhance communication effectiveness. 3
crs.

GM 43O Nonverbal Communication
This workshop emphasizes the nonverbal
messages intrinsic to interpersonal
communication. Students will increase
awareness of their own body lang"uage, as weII
as their understanding of the principles of
nonverba,l communication. 3 crs.

CM 432 Leadership: Practice and Theory
Leadership can be defined as communication
behavior that is designed to influence the
attitudes and actions of others-something
people do each day. Learn to identify
Ieadership style, to use power appropriately to
influencechange. B crs.

CM 433 Gonflict Management
Since conflict is inevitable - even necessary

- for positive change, the intelligent action is
to "manage" the conflict. In this course,
students develop a constructive approach by
Iearning to diagnose conflict, clarify values
and select appropriate interventions. 3 crs.

CM 48O Gommunication Perspectives
By exploring the important concepts and
applications of communication, participants
discover the individual's roles and
responsibilities in relating communication to
self and society. Required for communication
majors and concentrations recommended for
students with communication as major
component in their degree prog'rams. 5 crs.
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HUMAN STUDIES
Ifuman Studies is an individualized major

desig:ned for learners interested in human
experience and helping activities. The
prog:ram Ieads to the bachelor of arts degree
and consists of two parts:
1. Human Studies Foundations Colloquia
Life, as uniquely experienced by individuals,
can be seen as the product ofthe relationships
people have with various parts oftheir world:
with themselves, with ottrers, with the
environment, and for many persons - with
the transcendent. If people want to make life
better for themselves and for others, they need
to become knowledgeable, sklllful, and caring
managers of these relationships. The
Foundations Colloquia (see course descriptions
below) systematically examine each of the
basic relationship areas and help the student
to develop a personal philosophy ofquality of
life within the context of human experience.
2. Specific Problem Studies
Along with developing a comprehensive
philosophy of quality of life, each indi.vidual
also needs to develop the ability to actualize it.
In a highly sophisticated and specialized
society, ttris means acquiring expertise in at
Ieast one specific truman problem or issue.
Each student, working with the academic
adviser, selects a problem area and creates an
individualized pian which integrates learning
from appropriate academic areas. Examples of
specific probtem areas include domestic
violence, substance abuse, family therapy,
organizational training, intercultural
education, Iife/work planning, environmental
advocacy, social gerontology, etc.

Maion Requirements fon Bachelon of
Arts in Human Studies

A minimumof 70 credits in the major area,
at least 50 ofwhich are upper division As part
of the 70 credits, students must complete the
following:
o Human Studies Foundation Colloquia, 25

upper division credits.
. Specific Problem Studies i.n a topic selected

by the student. 45 credits, of which 25 are
upper division, in the areas of: Problem
Analysis (minimum of 10 upper division),
Intervention Methods (minimum of 10
upper division), and Practicum (minimum
of 5 upper division).

Gourses
HMS 48O Human Studies Perspectives
To work toward a better life for ourselves and
others, people need to ( 1) develop a process for

thinking about human experience and what
the "better life" is, (2) Iearn to identify and
resolve inevitable value conflicts and (3)
improve the ability to imagine and realize the
alternative futures. Ttris course deals with
each of these issues. 5 crs.

HMS 481 Human Studies: The Self
This course examines the complex personal
and social processes which operate in forming
the selfconcept. Also explored are ways these
processes can be directed to promote
growthful self-awareness. 5 crs.
HMS 482 Human Studies: Others
This course examines personal and
professional relationships in terms of five
primary issues - bonding, power, values,
change and social commitment. Students
deveJ.op a personal view ofwhat characterizes
high-quality relationships and how they can
be promoted. 5 crs.
HMS 483 Human Studies: The
Environment
Whether with Gaea (Mother Earth), or with the
neighborhood, the relationship people have
with their environments subtly influences
their sense ofwell-being. This course explores
the elements and processes of these
relationships - with natural as well as built
environments - in order to better understand
how to improve ttre way in which people relate
to the world around them. 5 crs.
HMS 484 Human Studies: The
Transcendent
Helping people requires a recognition that the
relationship with the transcendent is often a
critical element in the fabric of life. The
emphasls of this course is on understanding
the major traditions among world religions as
well as developing personal perspectives. 5 crs.
HUMANITIES

The humanities are a highly diverse group
of disciplines, incorporating subjects as
divergent as phi.losophy, art, history,
Iiterature, music and foreign languages. What
Iinks these many studies is a common concern
with exploringthe unity and continuitywhich
thread through human life, in the hope of
arriving at values which enrich life.

Marylhurst's humanities major encourages
learners with a deep interest in these
explorations to have skills in analysis,
synthesis, evaluation and artful expression so
that they can reenter the world better able to
exercise the imagination and insight into the
human condition, which characterizes the
successful humanist.4a
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Major Requirements for Bachelor of Arts
in Humanities

A minimumof 7O credits in the major area.
At least 40 of these 70 must be upper division
credits representing a minimum of 1O credits
in each of two subjects. Students must
complete, as part of the 70 credits:
. Humanities Perspectives, 5 crs.
. LIFE Seminar in humanities, 5 crs.
o Field experience in humanities (either

Internship or Prior Learning Experience
credit) minimum 5 crs. upper division

Gourses
WR 3O1 Thinking and Writing Gritically
Instruction and practice in a variety of
analytical and synthetic practices useful for
understanding college-level readings. 3 crs.
WR 321 Greative Writing
Encourages the creative writer in each
individua"l by recording nostalgic memories,
travel experiences, songs, family histories and
poetry. Beginners are welcome. 3 crs.
PHL 322 The Big ldea: Exploning Oun
Unspoken Philosophies
Explores connections between great
philosophies and those unexamined beliefs
which shape people's decisions, and,
ultimately, their lives. 3 crs.
PHL 323 Ethics in the Eighties
Examines in-depth value choices whictr
surround several ofthe central components of
human life - leisure time, the natural world,
science and technology, myth and religion and
the world of work. 3 crs.
LIT 34O Approaching Literacure
Throughexploring the many dimensions that
Iiterature takes, this course examines genre,
as well as different critical approactres to
literature. 3 crs.
LIT 341 Experiences in Literature
Study of Western literature tradition from its
roots in the classics to its present conflicts and
crises. 3 crs.
LIT 342 Early Western World Literature
Read, research, discuss great books that
inspired art, literature and music. Literary
ctroices come from the early culture of six
nations including Greece, Rome, Germany,
France, Spain and Italy. 3 crs.
LIT 343 American Litenatune
Survey of American literature with an
overview of drama , ttre novel , short story and
poetry. 3 crs.

LIT 344 Twentieth Gentuny
Amenican Poets
Read, analyze and discuss 2oth century
American poems in the light of literary,
historical, cultural and sociological
perspectives. 3 crs.
LIT 345 Great Classic Novels
Read, research and discuss classic novels that
reflect the authors' times and provide insight
into the development of the novel as a major
literary form. 3 crs.
LIT 35O Best Sellens
Examine current best sellers as a reflection of
the values, issues and anxieties ofthe 198Os.
3 crs.
LIT 351 Seience Fiction Writens
Examines various science fiction authors'
works in view of character, theme, setting,
plot and historical perspective. 3 crs.

HTY 361 Paths Leading to the Present:
The Birth of "Americans"
Explores the multitude of developments -technological, economic, philosophical,
political, scientific, artistic - which
individuals and organizations have
generated within the borders of the United
States, developments which have
intertwined to create Americans as they are
known today. 3 crs.
HTY 362 The Scientific and lndustrial
Revolutions
For better or worse, the emergence of modern
science has had a critical influence on the
course of human civilization. Examine the
significant scientific discoveries of the 16th,
17th and 18th centuries and the subsequent
industrial developments of the 18th and 19th
centuries, with particular emphasis on the
effect these changes trave on people's lives
today. 3 crs.

HTY 363 Historical Perspective of
Oregon
Review of early history of Oregon through
visits to state tristorical centers. Tour the
Oregon Historical Society; visit Astoria, site
of Oregon's first settlement; Ft. Vancouver,
Wash.; Champoeg, and OId Town in
Portland. 3 crs.
HTY 364 Historical Watensheds: Maior
Shifts in Western Gulture
Examines five major historical watersheds
and their consequences and effects on the
cultural, economic and philosophic
composition of an age. 3 crs.50



HUM 37O Gulture and Givilization
Examines personal biases toward a
definition of culture by exploring different
cultures of other times and places. 3 crs.

HUM 371 New Knowledge
Explores the major dilemmas surrounding
knowledge today and the ambivalence the
culture has toward "new knowledge," which
is glorified as technological progress yet is
distrusted because it comes from
"undemocratic" think tanks. Discusses ttre
balance of excitement of new knowledge with
the value of old wisdom. 3 crs.

HUM 4719 Gonnections: Humanities
Explore, experiment, critique, observe and
participate in an interdisciplinary
examination of the arts with an emphasis
on the humanities through literature and
drama. 3 crs.
HUM 4729 Gonnections: Ant - The
Outen Gonnection with the lnner Self
Compares art with music, drama and
literature. Identifies elements of creativity
and quality in the arts, and traces
developments in the history of art. 3 crs.
HUM 4739 Gonnections: Music - The
lnner Connection with the Outer Self
Identifies the building blocks of creativity
and quality in the arts. Compares music
with visual art, drama and literature and
explores developments ofthe arts in cultural
history. Observation of music in
performance. 3 crs.

HUM 48O Humanities Penspectives
What do historians, philosophers, artists,
theologians, linguists and musicians have
in common? This course explores the
thoughts and approaches of many
"humanists" and explores what their
perspectives add to the world. Required for
humanities majors and concentrations, and
recommended for any student with
humanities as a major component in a
degree progTam. 5 crs.

INTEBDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Interdisciplinary Studies consist of an

individualized degree option which enables the
student to integrate two or more academic
areas into a single program of study.
Major Requinements for Bachelor of
Arts in lnterdisciplinary Studies

Majors in Interdisciplinary Studies are
required to complete 7O credits (5O of which

must be upper division) in their designated
areas of study.

A student selecting this degree option must
meet the minimum requirement for a
concentration in at least one of the areas in
which a major is offered at Marylhurst.
Students who wish to select two areas of
concentration are required to meet the
minimum for each of those concentrations. If
only one area of concentration is elected, any
supporting areas must have a minimum of 12
credits.
CONCENTRATIONS
Art Concentration
Modern Survey I, II, III
Drawing Foundations I, II, III
Design
3oo/4oo level art studio elect
TotaI
Human Studies Goncentration

To earn a concentration in Human Studies,
a student must complete 35 upper division
credits which include:
. Human Studies Perspectives, 5 credits.
. Choice of two of the four remaining
Foundations Colloguia, 1O credits.
o Specific Problem Studies, 2o upper division
credits, which include 10 credits in Problem
Analysis, 5 credits in Intervention Methods,
and 5 credits in Practicum.
Liberal Arts Goncentnation

To earn a concentration in Communication,
Humanities, Science/Math or Social Science, a
student must complete 35 upper division
credits which include:
. Perspectives Seminar in the area, 5 credits.
. LIFE Seminar in the area, 5 credits.
o Field experience in the area, internstrip or
Prior Learning Experience; minimum 5
credits upper division.
Management Goncentration
General Core
Systems Courses
Finance Courses
Behavioral Courses
Specialized Electives
TotaI
Music Goncentration
Theory I
Music History

(to be chosen with adviser according

6 crs.
I crs.
6 crs.
I crs.
6 crs.

36 crs.

12 crs.

to need of student)
Performance Studies

(organ, voice, guitar)
Choir/Chamber Singers
Total

12 crs.

6-9 crs.
6-9 crs.

36-42 crs.
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Pastoral Ministries Goncentration
Pastoral Ministries 24 crs.
Electives* 12 crs.
Total 36 crs.
*in Music Ministry as follows
Conducting
History of Church Music
Seminars & Workshops
Total

. support the needs of other disciplines for
course work to develop research skills and
mathematical competency.

Minimum Requirement for a
Science Major

A minimum of 7O credits in themajor area.
At Ieast 4o of these 70 must be upper division
credits representing a minimum of 10 credits
in each of two subjects. Students must
complete, as part of the 70 credits:
a Science Perspectives. 5 crs.
. LIFE Seminar in Science, 5 crs.
o Field experience in science (either
Internship or Prior Learning Experience
credit) minimum 5 crs. upper division.

Gourses
BIO 2O3 Biology for a Modern Society
Emphasizes the ecological perspective of
biology to assist students in using natural
resources wisely wherever people live. 3 crs.
BIO 351 Field Biology of the Oregon Coast
Field trips to the coast to view old grow4h
rainforests, sand dunes and estuaries. Explore
basic concepts and methods of field ecology
and learn to identi.fy birds, plants and animals.
3 crs.
BIO 374 Biochemistry of Women:
Hormones and Life Ghanges
General overview of the endocrine trormone
system including female sex hormones,
hormone cycles, and the impact of changing
hormone levels on the body. 3 crs.

BIO 384 Modern Genetics
Identifies the components of basic science,
which are the foundation blocks of modern
genetics, and discusses the impact of current
research in such areas as immune diseases,
mutation and birth defects, carcinogens,
clones, interferon and gene splicing. 3 crs.
BIO 39O Marine Biology
Emphasizes commonlocal plants and animals
of the Oregon Coast, their identification,
speciallzed adaptations, habitats, behavior and
interrelationships. The course also examines
the human effects on the use of coastal
ecosystems. Weekend field trip to examine tide
pools, mudflats and rocky shores. 4 crs.

PHY 122 Physics: An lntroduction
An introductory course to prepare the
non-scientist to think about everyday events
with an eye on the forces, energy and motion
involved. Some algebra necessary. 2 crs.
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2 crs.
2 crs.
8 crs.

12 crs.

CHM 121 Ghemistry for the Reluctant
Chemistry as it relates to the individual.
Includes such topics as alchemy, scientific
rnethod, inorganic chemistry, synthetic
fibers, drugs, plastics, and thermodynamics.
2 crs.
MA 1O1 Math for the Mystified
This course makes the mystifying world of
math familiar territory. Participants identify
math experiences in everyday life, learn to use
a calculator and how a computer functions. 3
crs.

MA 1O5 Modern Gonsumer Math
Covers fundamentals of arithmetic; algebra
and geometry in a contemporary, non-
threatening manner using problems arising
from people's roles as consumers. 3 crs.
MA 120 Math for Statistics
Math for persons who wiII be taking a statistics
course. AIso useful as a review of basic math.
3 crs.
MA 30l Basic Statistics
Whatever their positions, people working in
social sciences need to be literate in elementary
statistics. This course provides that basic
literacy and also attempts to develop comfort
with using numbers to test ideas. 3 crs.

SCIENCE/MATH
Through the disciplines in the areas of

science and mathematics, industrialized
societies are reaching into the 21st century,
seeking solutions to age-old problems, as well
as asking bold questions of new technologies.

The role of Marylhurst's science/math
program is to:
. introduce traditional disciplines through
the avenue of these current issues, designed
to make science and math accessible to the
non-scientist
. investigate the relationship between science
and other academic areas, especially in terms
of social transformation and ethics
. assist students in developing a science/math
major, including possible components from
prior learning and current course work n.t
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SGI 3e7 lntroduction to Computer
Systems
An introduction in the various aspects and
impacts of modern computer systems, from
micro to mini to mainframe. 3 crs.
SCI 345 Environmental Science
Basic information from the environmental
sciences, law and economics is used to provide
the background for developing an
environmental ethic. Case studies provide
opportunities to test this ethic in real-life
situations. 3 crs.
SCI 391 Manylhurst Goes to Sea
The restored, turn-of-ttre-century schooner,
Adventuress, provides the setting for a
seminar on man's relationship to the sea, while
participants sail on Fuget Sound. 2-3 crs.
SCI 45'l Understanding Human Evolution
Explores current evidence relating to human
evolution by studying recent discoveries in
Eastern Africa. 2 crs.
SGI 48O Science Perspectives
Examines the unique assumptions and
methods of scientific inquiry and views the
history and philosophy of science. 5 crs.

soctAL sctENcE
Social Science as a practice has within it

several cultures: academic and applied,
existential and scientific. Each culture has its
own philosophies and methods which shape its
general perspective. The Marylhurst Social
Science Program is designed to help learners
not only to acquire a proficiency with the
major theories, research, and techniques of
disciplines or problem areas, but also to
develop a personal perspective in social science.

Minimum Bequirements for Bachelor of
Arts for Social Science Maiors

A minimum of 70 credits in the major area.
At least 40 ofthese 70 rnust be upper division
credits representing a minimum of 10 credits
in each of two subjects. Students must
complete, as part of the 7o credits:
. Social Science Perspectives, 5 crs.
. LIFE Seminar in social science, 5 crs.
. Field experience in social science; Internship
or Prior Learning Experience credit,
minimum 5 crs. upper division,
Gourses
ANT 3Ol Themes of Anthropology
Introduction to human behavior through the
comparative study of cultures. Probes the
similarities and differences among diverse
human g:roups with the goal of better

understanding the behavioral riddles offered
by others. 3 crs.
PSY 30l Themes of Psychology
Introduction to basic theories of human
behavior and scientific methods used to
understand them. Emphasis on personal
application of perception. consciousness.
Iearning and cognition, motivation, emotion
and stress. 3 crs.

PSY 3O4 lntroduction to Personality
Theory
A comprehensive introduction to the major
theories and research findings on personality
development. Examined are the ideas of
outstanding figures from aII three of
psychology's current perspectives:
psychoanalytic, behavioristic, and
humanistic. 3 crs.
PSY 3O5 Abnormal Psychology and
Human Difference
A compretrensive introduction to abnormal
psychology and human difference, including
dynamics of adjustive behavior, methods of
assessment, treatment, and prevention. 3 crs.
PSY 323 Clinical Psychology
Integrates theories and the practice of
psychotherapy. The focus is on what the
practitioner should actually do with, and say
to, a client based on several different theories.
Major emphasis is on psycho-analytic, hurnan
potential, and behavioral theories. 3 crs.
PSY 33O Trust
Trust is a way of facilitating creativity,
decision-making and growth in the individual
and the group, whether the setting be
corporation, agency, or family. This course
examines a new view of personal and
organizational development based on Jack
Gibbs' "TORI" theory of trust. 3 crs.

PSY/GM 345 Angen
Explores the psychological elements ofanger,
the theory and techniques of staying calm in
conflicts, strategies for communicating
effectively with angry people, and the art of
giving - and getting - constructive
criticism. 3 crs.
PSY 346 Gounseling Strategies
Provides helping professionals with an
overview of counseling theories and an
opportunity to practice new skills to enhance
effectiveness. 3 crs.
PSY 372 Psychology of Problem Solving
and Greativity
Examines major theoretical and research
approa.<.:hes to thinking, problem solving, and54



creativity. Concepts such as "set," "insight,"
"hemispheric dominance," and "imagery" are
discussed and illustrated. The emphasis is on
the student's understanding of his or herown
abilities to solve problems and think creatively.
Several techniques for entrancing creativity
and problem solving abilities are
demonstrated. 3 crs.

PSY/CM 39O Paranonmal Communication
Mystics, telepaths, clairvoyants and even some
physicists acknowledge a reality where the
rules of "normal" comrnunication do not hold.
This course explores scientifically-
investigated psychic phenomena. 3 crs.
pSY 401 Dreams: A Jungian Penspective
Dreams are the messengers par excellence
from ttre unconscious. They tend to tell people
something unexpected that is unknown, and
to use a symbolic language which is difficult
to understand. This course is designed to show
the importance of dreams in people's lives, and
to develop a conceptual framework for dealing
with the unconscious, and with the symbolic
language of dreams. 3 crs.

PSY 411 Analytical Psychology
The psychology of Carl G. Jung has inspired
and illuminated many people over ttre years, a
fact which now makes Jung a major figure
among many psychologists, therapists, and
religious leaders. This class explores Jung's
theoretica.l system as a whole, its major
concepts, their interrelationships, and their
applications. 3 crs.

PSY 442 Psychology of Victimization:
lncest
No one knows the number of children who
have been victims of incest. Wtrat is known is
that the reactions to this trauma are often
long-lasting - and generally misunderstood.
This course provides a theoretical perspective
for understanding responses to the incest
experience, the impact of incest on the family
system, and community resources for
support. The discussion covers such topics as
self-blame, Iearned helplessness, rights
consciousness, and coping strategies. 3 crs.

PSY 443 Adolescent Drug and Alcohol
Abuse
Examines the psychological, social, and
cultural aspects of substance abuse, types of
substances, sources, costs, and immediate and
long-term effects on teenagers, as well as
various treatment and therapeutic techniques
currentlv in use. 3 crs.

PSY 465 Psychology of Gancer
Contracting cancer is a complex process
involving a malfunction of the body's immune
system for warding offcarcinogens. This can
be influenced by certain personality disorders
and emotional conditions. Scientific evidence
is presented which supports this position,
along with an in-depth analysis of effective
psychological, sociological, remedial, and
care-giving functioning. 3 crs.
PSY 479 Adult Development: Patterns
and Applications
Research has increased dramatically in recent
years on the ways people change and develop
throughout the life spa,n. This course
synthesizes this new materia^l, with special
emphasis on the similarities and differences in
the development of men and women. 3 crs.
PSY 48O Perspectives on Human
Development
Most people value personal growth; many
individuals struggle to encourag'e it in their
own lives; some persons even work
professionally to facilitate it in other people's
Iives. Yet few persons have an explicit theory,
or map, to guide their efforts. This course
presents a theory of lifelong growth which
comes from the psychological literature on
human development. Emphasis is on applying
the theory in the personal and professional
domains of everyday life. 3 crs.
SOC 3O1 Themes of Sociology
Examines thebasic elements and dynamics of
human society in order to help the learner
understand the social factors and contexts of
human behavior. 3 crs.

Family Studies lnstitute
Ivan B. Inger, Ph.D., Clinical Director
Jeri Inger, M.S., Program Director

The Social Science Program's Family Studies
Institute is a new, multi-faceted program
which is developing:
. Advanced training for practicing family
therapists
. Comprehensive education in family studies
at the undergraduate and graduate levels
r Opportunities to conduct research on
models of family therapy
. Clinical services for families

Currently in the Pacific Northwest, few
opportunities exist for mental health
practitioners to obtain ongoing, advanced
training and education in family studies. The
FSI has been formed to provide a regional
center in which human service professionals,
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educators, reseaTchers, and students can
participate in learning and developing the
most recent theories and practice in the field.

LIFE PLANNING STUDIES
Life Planning Studi.es are a component of the

Division of Individualized Studies. Courses
offered through the LPS program are designed
for degree and non-degree students,
professionals and persons with an interest in
continuing their development throughout the
adult years. While there is no formal degree
in Life Plannlng Studies, credit is offered for
the LPS courses.
Gourses
LPS 2O3 Facing Single Life: Dilemma and
Ghallenge
Designed to examlne the perplexi.ties and
options of adult single life. Focus is on
theoretical literature, personal and
encountered experiences, and therapeutic and
remedial methods for dealing with problem
areas. 2 crs.
LPS 221 Stepping Out lnto New
Directions
Anxiety is often high at the beginning of the
school year, especially for persons who are
starting out new. This course provides
cognitive and physiological tools for raising
energy and confidence for school work and
other life situations. 3 crs.
LPS 251 Yoga: Physical and Spiritual
Renewal
Techniques from Hatha Yoga for physical
well-being and Raja Yoga for the path of
meditation. The philosophy and history of
yoga are discussed along with the practice of
yoga and its application to daily life. 3 crs.
LPS 254 ln Punsuit of Thinness
Pursuit of an ideal body size can, and often
does, lead to bulimia, compulsive,/binge eating,
obesity and, paradoxically, anorexia. Review
history of dieting, physiological and
psychological aspects of eating disorders and
strategies and skills for dealing with food and
weight issues. 3 crs.
SOG 311 Sex Roles: Content, Process,
and lmpact
Explores ttre nature of American sex roles;
how they evolve in the individual and in
society; the influence which they exert at
home, in the organization, and in personal
development. 3 crs.
SOG 315 Sociology of Deviance
Examines how the class structure affects the
kinds and degrees of "deviance" in our society;

compares and contrasts the differing
theoretical perspectives of structural-
functional, symbolic interactionist, and
conflict (Marxian) theories of deviance; and
explores profiles of specific "deviant"
populations in American society. 3 crs.
SOC 322 Family Dynamics
FamiJ.y life cycle theory, family interaction
patterns, and socio/cultural perspectives are
applied to examine how famlly processes affect
and are affected by individual members. 3 crs.
SOC 323 Sociology and Helping:
An lntroduction to Glinical Sociology
The field of clinical sociology has emerged to
meet thechallenge ofnew perspectives on how
individual problems relate to social systems
such as family, work, and community. This
course investigates the contextual nature of
individual mental health through this new
approach. 3 crs.
SOC 423 Social Network Therapy
Compares and contrasts functiona,l and
dysfunctional social networks; delineates
strategies and stages of social network
therapy; assesses networks as related to
family, ethnic, and socio-economic variables;
and explores how tolink formal and informal
helping networks. 3 crs.

SS 48O Social Science Perspectives
Investigates the major philosophical,
methodological, and disciplinary perspectives
of social scientists, whether academic or
applied. Required for social science majors and
concentrations; recommended for aII students
with social science as a major component in
their programs. 5 crs.

LPS 255 Wellness for Life
Wellness is a way of Iife - the harmonious
balance of body, mind and spirit. A wellness
eva"luatlon and plan assess an individual's
current state ofwellness to develop a wellness
lifestyle. 2 crs.

LPS 3O3 Life/Work Planning
An holistic approach to life and career
planning. Gain tools for career choices, life
planning, goal setting and self-directed
change through exploration of values,
interests, skills, and dreams for the future.
2 crs.

LPS 3O5 Gareer/Work Search
Identify career direction and build a successful
resume that hightights experience, and learn
valuable tips for spotting career opportunities.
2 crs.56



LPS 342 Visualization and Personal
lmagery
Explore strategies for developing the
imagination, using guided fantasy journeys,
writing games, visualization journals,
artwork, and class discussion of traditional
and modern utopias. 3 crs.
LPS 35O Developing Human Potentialities
Often a person's human potential gets stifled
during life's journey. Examine and contact
inner resources that help build awareness of
senses, capabilities, strengths and abilities.
2 crs.
LPS 353 The Energetic Dimension
Designed to inspire, instruct and guide an
exploration - through movement, energetic
processes, visualization and body and sensory
awareness - ofthe individual's life resources.
3 crs.

LPS 355 Altered States of
Gonsciousness lr Hypnosis
Our waking state is but one of the states of
consciousness we experience. Altered States of
Consciousness is a series ofclasses examining
other ways of "knowing." Hypnosis is explored
in LPS 356 as an altered state, as a way to
cooperate with and direct the greater aspects
of creative energy of the mind. Emphasis upon
experiential learning. 3 crs.
LPS 357 Altered States of Gonsciousness
ll: Meditation and Social Responsibility
The second class in the Altered States of
Consciousness series, LPS 357, examines how
altered states can be attained through the
appropriate practice of meditiation to reduce
stress, and expand individual awareness and
wisdom. Also explores the expression and
manifestation of this "inner reality" in the
Iarger outer world of work and relationshlps
with community. 3 crs.

LPS 360 Self Disclosure: A Venture in
Dialogue and Discovery
Throughout history people have chosen the
route of concealment rather than openness,
resulting in diminished living and
estrangement from self and others. This class
invites participants to experiment with new
modes of relating, focusing on extending
individual responsiveness, awareness and
personal fulfillment. 2 crs.
LPS 361 Seduction and Victimizatlon
Life for the repeatedly victimized often means
intensive loneliness, people-pleasing
behaviors, and an addiction to relationships
which mirror primal problems. Strategies for

understandlng and changing the victim's
compulsive behavior are outlined through
discussions and readings. 3 crs.

LPS 362 Beyond Self-Defeating
Behaviors
This course is a structured, step-by-step
process designed to provide participants with
tools to eliminate behaviors that interfere with
development of a person's full potential.
Emphasis on individualized needs. 2 crs.

LPS 365 lnnenstanding: A Personal
Growth Weekend on the Oregon Goast
Against the backdrop of the Oregon Coast,
participants explore pathways from the
periphery of their Iives to the center a
process in which deeper "inner-
understanding" emerges. A weekend for
self-development. 2 crs.

LPS 37O The Rhythm of Life: Life
Transitions and New Beginnings
Adult life has a natural rhythm, with times of
building and expansion followed by periods of7
fallowness leading to new changes. This class
examines change in people's lives from the
perspective of literature and film, myth and
natural symbolism. Also discussed are
strategies for perceiving and responding to
life transitions. 3 crs.

LPS 38O Personal Evolution Through
Neuro-Linguistic Prognamming
While providing a ready and stimulating
introduction to the technique of Neuro-
Linguistic Programming (R) (NLP), this
course provides the opportunity to go beyond
merely fixing problems toward consistent,
evolutionary transformation. 3 crs.

LPS 4O1 Self-Love and Power
In the search for intimacy, people bestow
"power" to persons outside themselves who
provide them with love. Considers ways and
methods ofworking through the personal and
relationship blocks that "prevent" individuals
from loving themselves, claiming their own
personal power and approaching the
experience oftranspersonal love. Emphasis on
experlental learning. 3 crs.

LPS 490 (gl Seminars in Personal and
Professional Development
Contemporary issues and perspectives on life
and career planning and development taught
by national leaders in the fields ofpsychology,
life planning and career development.
Variable topics. 2-3 crs.
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Extended Programs:
Mobile Packages
Contract workshops, seminars and
consultation are tailored to the needs of
organizations. Specialized programs in
professional life-career development, wellness
promotion, vocational and work issues and
personal development. Credit arranged
individually. Contact coordinator of Life
Planning Studies for information.

JANET M. BENNETT
Chair and Director of the Communication
Program. B.A. San Francisco State CoIIege;
M.A., Ph.D. University of Minnesota.
DOUGLAS L, ROBERTSON
Assistant Division Chairperson and Director
of the Human Studies and Social Science
Programs. B.A. University of Oregon; M.A.,
Ph.D. Syracuse University.
KABEN L. KARELIUS
Director of the Humanities Program and Life
Planning Studies. B.A. Scripps College; M.A.
University of California at Los Angeles; M.A.
California State University, Northridge; Ph.D.
Michigan State University.

FACULTY ASSOCIATES
TERRY S. BAKER
B.A. Calvin College; M. Ed. Florida Atlantic
University.
MILTON BENNETT
B.A. Stanford University; M.A. California
State University, San Francisco; Ph.D.
University of Mi nnesota.
ALBERT BERNSTEIN
A.B. University of Virginia; M.S., Ph.D.
Virginia Commonwealth University.
HELENA BRAND, SNJM
B.A. Seattle University; M.A. Gonzaga
University.
HENRY BRASHEN
8.A., M.A., Ph.D. University of Washington.
WILLIAM BRIDGES
A.B. Harvard College; A.M. Columbia
University; Ph.D. Brown University.
ANNA BBISCOE
B.A. Washington State University; M.M.
Indiana University.
MIKE BURTON
B.S. Oregon State University; M.A., M.Ed.
University of Portland.
WILLIAM W. CASEY
B.S. Metropolitan State CoIIege, Denver; M.A.
University of Denver.

KATHBYN CASSON
B.A. University of California at Los Angeles;
M.A. California State University, San
Francisco.
JAN COBB
B.A. Universityof NorthDakota; M.S. Oregon
State University.
LARRY COLIN
B.S. Polytechnic Institute, Brooklyn, N.Y.;
M.S. Syracuse University; Ph.D. Stanford
University.
FERNANDO J. CONILL
B.A., M. Ed., Ed. S. University of Florida.
ELAINE CORNICK
B.S. Washington State University; M.S.W.
Portland State University.
VERN DAMM
B.A. Houghton College; M.A. Bowling Green
State University; Ed.D. University of Oregon.
STEVEN DOWD
I}.A., M.A. University of California at Davis.
DON EBERT
B.S. Lewis & Clark College; M.Ed. University
of Oregon.
PAUL FURLONG
B.A. Marist College; M.A. University of
Oregon.
STAN GEIGER
B.A. Central Methodist College; M. Div. Yale
Divinity School; M.S. University of Missouri.
DAVID GOLDEN
Member, Directors' Guild of America.
AUSTIN GBAY
Il.A., M.F.A. University of Montana.
TED GROVE
B.A., M.A. Washington State University.
Ph.D. Northwestern University.

VAL HAMMOND
B.A. California State CoIIege, San Jose; M.A.T. ,

M.A. Lewis & Clark College.
PAT GROVES, OFM
B.A. San Luis Rey CoIIege; M.A. The Graduate
Theological Union; M.A. University of Santa
Clara.
YVONNE HORN
A.B. Ca.lifornia State University, San Jose;
M.A. Columbia University.
FRANK HOSKIN
New York State Merchant Marine Academy.
REESE HOUSE
8.A., M.A., Ball State University; Ed.D.
Oregon State University.
IVAN INGER
A. B. , Ph. D. Washington University, St. Louis.
JERRY INGEB
M.S., Portland State University.
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DAVID KATZ
B.A. Portland State University; M.S. Western
Washington State College.
SAM KEEN
B.A. Ursinus College; S.T.B., Th.M. Harvard
Divinity School; Ph.D. Princeton University.
BRUCE LATIMER
B.A. Universityof Arizona; M.A. CaseWestern
Reserve University; Ph.D. candidate Kent
State University.
DARBELL LAZABUS
B.A. Fresno State University; M.P.H.
University of California at Los Angeles;Ph.D.
California School of Professional Psychology,
San Francisco.
CLARE MAC ISAAC, SNJM
B.A. Marylhurst CoIIege; M.S. Notre Dame
University; Ph.D. University of Oregon.
KATHY MARSHACK
B.S. Porttand State University; M.S.W.
University of Hawaii.
KATHLEEN MC LAUGHLIN
B.A. Connecticut College; M.T.S. Harvard
Divinity School; Ph.D. California Institute of
Asian Studies.
WILLIAM MURPHEY
B.A. University of California at Los Angeles;
M.S. Purdue University; Ph.D. University of
Texas.
RAYMOND NELSON
B.S. Portland State University; M.S. Portland
State University.
MICHAEL OSMERA
B.A. University of Oregon; M.A., Ph.D.
candldate, Universi.ty of Minnesota.
MICHAEL PAIGE
B.A. University of California, Santa Barbara;
M.S. University of California, Los Angeles;
M.A., Ph.D. Stanford University.
CLAUDINE PARIS
B.A. Metropolitan State College, Denver; M.S.
Portland State University.
GENE RICE
B.A. Pasadena College; S.T.B. Harvard
Divinity School; Ph.D. Harvard University.
NANCY RICH
B. S. Marylhurst CoIIege; M. S. , Ph.D. St. Louis
University.
DICK SAMPSON
B.A. University of Washington; M.A., Ed.D.
University of Northern Colorado.
DOROTHY SENMOL
B.A. Marylhurst College; M.A. Portland State
University.
JAMES SOLIDAY
B.T. Multnomah School of the Biblet M. Div.,

Gordon Divinity School; M.T.S., D. Min.,
Andover-Newton Theological School.
DEBORAH STRUGAR
I}.S., M.A. Ohio University.
CAROL TARANTOLA
8.A., M.A. University of Wyoming.
PHYLLIS THOMPSON-MURRAY
B.A. Marietta CoIIege; M.A., Ph.D. Cornell
University.
CORINNE THRUSH
B.A. Macalester College; M.Ed. Lewis & Clark
Col1ege.
ANNE WESTCOTT
B.A. Western Washington University; M.A.
Lewis & Clark CoIIege.
GAFY WILLIAMS
B.A. Washington and Lee University; M.A.,
Ph.D. candidate, University of Hawaii.
MARGE WINTERMUTE
B.A. University of Oregon; Fellow of the
American Institute of Architects.

Fon more information contact:
Division for lndividualized Studies
Marylhurst College for Lifelong Learning
Marylhunst, OR 97036
5O3 /636-8141 or 224-5828
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Marylhurst's Music Department is
committed to the highest standards of
music. lts programs provide an
atmosphere conducive to study, practice
and creative work, to explore the
accumulated knowledge of mankind, and to
develop new knowledge through study and
reseanch.

Because the techniques of modern
American music have become increasingly
complicated and competition is highly
intensified, the studentwho has received
a sound musical education has more
choices of desirable positions today than
those musicians who excel in natural
talent but lack formal musical training.

Marylhurst prepares students for
music careers by means of a sound,
traditional cunriculum, augmented and
enhanced by emphasizing the music of our
time as an integral part of the
instructional process. Through
specialization in one of several areas, the
student embarks upon studies which
include:
o Practical musicianship; e.g.
perf ormance, theory, composition,
church choir and organ tnaining.
o Production of marketable skills; e.g.
jazz studies, pedagogy, composition,
church choir and organ training.
o Preparation as a person with
humanistic and scholarly skills; e.g. music
history and literature.

The Gollege Music Department is a full
memben of the National Association of
Schools of Music.

Degree Studies
Marylhurst Music offers a Bachelor of Music

- the professional degree - or a Bachelor of
Arts with a major in music. The student may
elect a major in composition and theory, jazz
studies, music history and literature,
pedagogy, or performance in the Bachelor of
Music Program. The Bachelor of Arts in Music
offers the student greater flexibility within the
limits of a designed program.

Two new options are available, effective with
Fall 1984: a B.A. with an emphasis on
Liturgical Arts, which has grown out of the
Music Ministry Certificate described at the end
of the Music Section.

Students majoring in fields other than
music may select music as an emptrasis in an
interdisciplinary major, or may earn elective
credits in music.

On the master's level, the Marylhurst Music
Department is working cooperatively with the
University of Portland in offering a master's
degree in music and worship. Additional
information is available from the music chair.

The curricula, as outlined, meet minimum
requirements. Other courses may be suggested
or required according to individual needs.
Music majors enroll for private instrumental
study and orchestra, chorus or ensemble eactr
quarter. The performance degree includes a
half-hour recital in the junior year and a full
hour recita,l in the senior year. Pedagogy
majors play a junior recital in addition to their
senior project. AII music majors, B.M. or B.A.,
are required to pass a piano proficiency test
before graduating. Attendance at concerts on
and off campus is an integral part of the
program.

Entrance Requinements
The Music Depa,rtment follows Marylhurst's

open enrollment policy. To maintain
excellence. applicants for a music major are
auditioned to test native ta.lent, musicianship,
aural and sight-reading ability. Students
electing a performance major should extribit
marked aptitude for performance. All music
majors must pass a functional piano test.
Piano deficiency may be made uP bY
registering for piano credit or by successfully
passing the test before the senior year.
Competency-based pla,cement tests in theory
are given to incoming and transfer students
at registration. Deficiencies which would
affect smooth transfer into upper division
classes may be made up in MU 3oo, Theory
Review, offered for that purpose. Students
receive approval as music majors in the last
quarter of the sophomore year or, in the case
of transfer students, a.fter measuring
achievement at the end of their first term at
Marylhurst.
Graduation nequirements for an
Undergraduate Degree from Marylhunst
are as follows:
1. A minimum of 18O quarter credits
2. A minimum of 60 upper division credits.
3. A minimum of 4o Marylhurst credits.
a. A LIFE Seminar. See Individualized Studies
section for further details.
5. See below for distribution of credit hours.



Maior Requirements: Bachelor of
Music Degree
A minimum of 12O quarter credits, to include
general music requirements (core) and an area
of specialization

Gone Bequirements
Theory and Musicianship I, II 24 crs.
Music History and Literature I, II 24 crs.
Chorus, Orchestra, Small Ensemble 12 crs.
Form Analysis and Counterpoint 6 crs.
Orchestration I, Conducting 4 crs.
Performance Studies 24 crs.
Seminar in Music Theory or

Music History and Literature 2 crs.
Senior Recita.l or Senior Project 4 crs.
Areas of Specialization (Select Onel
Performance
Piano, violin, cello, harp, voice, organ,

winds, guitar
Performance Studies 12 crs.

*Literature of the Major Instrument 6 crs.
Chamber Music Performance 2 crs.

* Voice Majors, required, fluency in one foreign
Ianguage, knowledge of another.
Jazz Studies
Jazz}Jistory 6 crs.
Fundamentals of Jazz Improvisation 8 crs.
Jazz Scoring and Arranging 2 crs.
J azz Cornposition and Alrrlarrgirrg I J azz

Ilistory and Style Analysis/Advanced
Jazz Improvisation 4 crs.

Pedagogy
Performance studies 6 crs.
Principles of Pedagogy 8 crs.
Literature of the Major Instrument 6 crs.
Composition and Theory
2Oth Century Harmonic and

Contrapuntal Techniques
Intermediate Composition
Advanced Analysis and Advanced

Counterpoint
Advanced Composition
Orchestration II
Music History and Literature
Jazz History
Chamber Music History and Literature
Music Silce 195O: The Avant-Garde
Independent or Directed Studies:

Research

lndividualized Studies Requinements
4O credits for bactrelor of Music including at
Ieast two different subjects in each area and a
minimum of:
Commulication 10 crs.

The 20 quarter credits remaining may be
electives.

*Unless there is reason for an exception, music
credits are not included in Humanities.

Maior Requirements:
Bachelor of Arts Degree
A minimum of 80 quarter credits to include:
Theory and Musicianship I, II 24 crs.
Music History and Literature I, II 24 crs.
Orchestra, Chorus, Ensemble 6-12 crs.
Performance Studies 12-16 crs.
Form Analysis and Counterpoint 6 crs.
lndividualized Studies Bequirements
6O credits including at least two different
subjects in each area and a minimum of:

*Humanities
Science/Math
Social Sciences

10 crs.
10 crs.
10 crs.

MUSIC

6 crs.
6 crs.

4 crs.
6 crs.
2 crs.

6 crs.
2 crs.
2 crs.

8 crs.

Communications
*Humanities
Science/Math
Social Sciences

12 crs.
12 crs.
12 crs.
12 crs.

12 credits in liberal arts areas ofone's clroice.
+Music credits are not included in Humanities
in this degree without consent of music
adviser.
B.A. in lntendisciolinarv Studies
with a Goncentralion ifi Musie
Institutiona"l Requirements :

18O total quarter credits.
60 upper division credits.
60 libera,l arts
40 Marylhurst credits (LIFE Seminar
5 crs. min.)'
70 total in major (5O upper division).

Music Requirements
36 minimum in music to include:
Theory and Musicianship I 12 crs.
Music History and Literature II 12 crs.
Performance Studies 6-9 crs.
Ensemble 6-9 crs.
Total 36-42 crs.

Performance Studies
Performance studies repertoire for music
majors wiII be formulated with the assistance
of an adviser. Music concentration students
and students choosing music electives may
take one or two quarter credits in Performance
Study at the advice ofthe teacher. Performance
majors are expected to choose a minimum of
two quarter credits of Performance Study
during the first two years and a minimum of
three during the last two years. 63





M U 1 51 -l 7 4 I 351 -37 21 451lgl-47 Zlsl
Individual Performance Instruction
Classes in voice, piano. jazz piano.
harpsichord, organ, harp, violin, viola, cello,
bass, flute, oboe, clarinet, saxophone, bassoon,
trumpet, French horn, trombone, tuba,
percussion, classical guitar, jazz gtitar, folk
guitar and recorder.
Ensembles
MU 277 1477 (gl Eanly lnstrument Ensemble
Harpsichord, Iute, recorder, stringsetc. 1 cr.
MU 276,1476(9l Ghamber Ensemble
Keyboard, strings, brass, woodwinds 1 cr.
MU 2781478191 Orchestra
1 cr.
MU 2791479t91 Ghamber Singers
1 cr.
Music Gourse Offerings
MU 1OO A,B,C, Basic Piano Class
Classes meet in Piano Laboratory. Using basic
materials and concepts, students learn to read
classical, folk, and popular music, and to
improvise, trarmonize, and transpose. Solo
and ensemble piano music included. May be
used to fulfill Piano Proficiency requirement.
1 cr. ea./nc.
MU 1O1 A,B,G Basic Guitar Glass
Basic guitar skills, position and movement,
reading, chords, and application to individual
needs (i.e. song's, liturgy, classroom,
fingerstyle). 1 cr. or non-cr.

MU 102, 1O3, 1O4 Fundamentals of Music
An introduction to the fundamental facts and
skills of music. Examination of pitch and
rhythmic notation and the manner in which
pitches are combined to produce intervals,
triads and the scale structures. Includes basic
keyboard harmony, sight-singing and
dictation. 2 crs. ea.

MU 1O5, 106, 1O7 Theony and
Musicianship I
Scales, intervals, primary and secondary
triads, non-harmonic tones, seventh chords;
analysis, dictation, sight-singing, keyboard
trarmony, elements of musical practice and
derivations of Western music. 4 crs. ea.

MU 110, 111, 112 lntroduction to Jazz
Theory and Musicianship
Basic jazztheory and improvisation combiled
with sight-reading, ear training, and writing
in the ja,zz idiom. 2 crs. ea.

MU 141, 142, 143 Jazz History
A survey of music in lhe jazz idiom from its
origins to the present. Examination of the

principal musicians and composers and their
works. 2 crs. ea.

MU 2O2 Harmonic and Melodic Oictation
Designed to strengthen and develop aural
perception and tonal memory, through shared
exercises in sight-singing, identification of
harmonic progression, and melodic and
harmonic dictation. 2 crs.
MU 205, 206,2O7 Theory and
Musicianship ll
Diatonic modulation; use of altered chords;
chromatic and modal harmony; 2oth century
developments. Continuation of written work;
dictation, sight-singing, and keyboard
harmony; creative writing in contemporary
idiom. 4 crs. ea.

MU 21O, 21'1,212 Fundamentals of Jazz
lmprovisation
Theory and techniques of jazz improvisation
with emphasis on functional harmony,
melodic form, special scales, tune studies, ear
training, and development of style. 2 crs. ea.
MU 2471447 History of Ghurch Music
Introduction to the use of music in the church
service from traditional forms into the zoth
century. 2 crs.

MU 255 Electronic Music I
An introduction to studio techniques
including sound recording and mixing, tape
manipulation, basic acoustics and music
synthesis from a compositional point of view.
Also includes an overview of the development
ofstyles and compositional approaches. 2 crs.
MU 27 61 47 6 Ghamber Music, Literature
and Performance
Study of works from Bach through and
including 2Oth century composers, Strings,
piano and winds included. Weekly
performance coaching. Styles, literature,
performance-practice stressed. (Consent of
instructor.) 2 crs.

MU 2771477 Early lnstrument Ensemble
Study of music from the baroque. renaissance
and earlier periods with proper consideration
given to the performance of these periods. 1 cr.
MU 2741478 Symphonic Orchestra
MU 279,1479 Ghamber Singers
MU 28O/48O Jazz Ensemble
MU 2921492t91 Directed Srudy
MU 295-299/496-499tsl
Experimental Studies
MU 293/493lgl Workshops
MU 295/495(9l lndependent Srudy

MUSIC



MUSIC MU 3OO Theory Review
Refresher course in theory for transfer
students and ottrers wtro need further work.
1 cr.
MU 3O2 Modal and Chromatic
Foundations of Jazz
Study of the diatonic and chromatic modal
systems and respective chord voicings,
symbols and functions. Includes basic writing
and analysls. 2 crs.
MU 3O3, 3O4 Twentieth GenturY
Harmonic and Contrapuntal Techniques
Creative application of basic compositional
principles to 2oth century harmonic materials.
Includes analysis of contemporary works,
parallel reading, and original composition in
various styles. 2 crs. ea.

MU 3O5, 306, 3O7 Form AnalYsis and
Gounterpoint
Analysis of shorter homophonic and
polyphonic forms, modal and tonal
counterpoint in two and three parts.
Structural and harmonic a.nalysis of the larger
forms, creative work in dissonant 2Oth
century contrapunta,l styles. 2 crs. ea.

MU 31O, 311, 312 Jazz lmprovisation
Synthesis of the student's previously acquired
skills through creative application to tunes;
includes parallel transcription and analysis.
2 crs. ea.

MU 317, 318, 319 Beginning Gomposition
Introduction to original composition in
contemporary styles. Prerequisite: completion
of second-year theory, or consent of instuctor.
2 crs. ea.

MU 321, 322, 323 lntermediate
Gomposition
Free composition for small instrumental and
vocal ensembles. Emptrasis on cultivation of a
personal style within the framework of
current practices. Consent of instructor.
2 crs. ea.

MU 341 Music History and Litenature I
Introduction to Eastern music (Chinese,
Japanese, India.n, Balinese, Hebrew).
Monophonic and polyphonic Western music
through the Ars Nova period. Some experience
by class members in transcribing early music
notation in conjunction with the study of the
development of polyphonic styles. 4 crs.
MU 342 Music History and Literature I
Music of the Renaissance. Class participation
in analysis of ttreories of composition through
examples from ttre literature, vocal and
instrumental. 4 crs.

MU 343 Music History and Literature I
Music of the Baroque and Pre-Classic.
Emphasis on origins, development and
repertoire of instrumental and keyboard
music as well as of sacred and secular vocal
music. Performance by class members. 4 crs.
MU 378, 379 String lnstrument
Techniques
1 cr. ea.

MU 4o5(gl Advanced Counterpoint
Invertible counterpoint, canon, fugue,
dissonant counterpoint; contrapuntal
methods in contemporary composition. 2 crs.
MU 40619l Advanced Form and Analysis
Further analysis of large twentieth century
forms. Introduction to the analytical theories
of Hindemith and Schenker. 2 crs.
MU 4o7tgl Jazz Scoring and Arranging
Writing arrangements for large jazz
ensembles. Special attention given to ranges,
transpositions, characteristics and
restrictions of instrumental families and
sections; melodic handling and variation,
Lrarmonic considerations; densities and
voicing combinations; concept and treatment
of the arrangement. 2 crs.
MU 4OB Onchestration I
Range, techniques and transposition of
orchestral instruments; score reading;
arranging for smaU instrumental
combinations, and introduction to fu]]
orctrestra. 2 crs.
MU 4Og Orchestnation ll
Intensive study of the art of orclrestration,
stressing the creative and inventive side; study
of specific problems of scoring for chamber
orchestra and fuII sJrmphonic orchestra.
Prerequisite: Completion of Orchestration I or
consent of Instructor.
MU 41O, 411(gl Advanced Jazz
lmpnovisation
Transcription and analysis of solos;
fundamentals of the Lydian Chromatic
concept of tonal organization; melodic,
harmonic, rhythmic avant-garde concepts.
2 crs. ea.

MU 4'12, 413lgt Jazz Gomposition and
Arranging
Original composition in large jazz forms;
intended to synthesize the student's previous
creative skills and techniques. Parallel
reading and analysis. 2 crs. ea.

MU 415lgl Ghonal Arranging
Writing and arranging for voices in various
combinations; study of the range, color and66



technical possibihties of voices; analysis of
both standard and contemporary choral
works. 2 crs.
MU 421, 422, 423lgl Advanced
Composition
Composition in larger forms; intended to
synthesize the student's previous creative
skills and techniques. Composition problems
and projects ofan advanced nature. 2 crs. ea.
MU 424lgl Advanced Electronic Music
An in-depth investigation ofthe capabilities of
advanced analog synthesizers and computer
music systems directed to meet the needs of a
student's particular interest resulting in the
production of original composition. 2 crs.
MU 430(gl Conducting
Techniques of conducting vocal and
instrumental music. Study of fundamental
beat patterns, terminology, problems of
tempo, phrasing, and articulation. 2-4 crs.
MU 434tgl lntegrating Music in the
Elementary Gurniculum
Emphasis on using music as an adjunct to
other curriculum areas such as language arts
and mathmatics. (Mobile package.)
MU 435 Mainstreams ln Music and Art
An interdisciplinary approach to music and
the plastic arts with an exploration of the
elements common to them and of their major
forms. 2 crs./nc.
MU 436tgl Glassroom lnstruments
Designed for music specialists who need to
acquire skills and experience in the use ofOrff
and other classroom instruments. (Mobile
package.) 1 cr.
MU 437tgl Suzuki Laboratony Glasses
Designed for studio or classroom vi.olin
teachers as well as basic training for
prospective student teachers. Teaching
techniques and teaching materials studied
through working with children. 2-4 crs.
MU 438, 439, 44O Principles of Pedagogy
in Music
Teactring material for the studio music
instructor. Actual teaching experience
included. 2,3,3 crs.
MU 441, Music Histony and Literature ll
Classic period; solo, ensemble, symphonic and
song literature of Romantic period. Stresses
Iiterature and musical forms. Class
participation through performance and score
analysis. 4 crs.
MU 442 Music History and Litenature ll
Romantic Opera, Post-Romantic period and
zoth Century (to 1925). Study of musical

trends through works and styles ofcomposers.
4 crs.
MU 443 Music History and Literature ll
Music of the zoth century, later Schoenburg
to the present. Ultra-rationality, anti-
rationality, jazz literattre explored through
aural and oral study of composers and their
works. 4 crs.
MU 444 Music Since 195O: The Avant-
Garde
A Iook at the roots and growthof"avant-garde
music," exploring such ideas as sound mass
composition, instrument exploration,
'electronic music, multi-media,
indeterminancy, etc. First-hand experience by
the class. Consent of instructor. 2 crs.

MU 445, 4lt6lgl Jazz History and Style
Analysis
Analysis and exploration of the more
influential soloists, groups, and composers
through the use of films, tapes, scores.
Development of knowledge of various periods,
styles and forms of Jazz music through
concentration on specific outstanding
composers. 2 crs. ea.

MU 448, 449, 45olgl Litenature of the
Maior lnstrument
Analysis and performance ofrepertoire in the
major performance areas. Each term
emphasizes a particular period; chronological,
16th to 2Oth century. Consent ofinstructor.
2 crs. ea./nc.
MU 476(9l Ghamber Music Litenature,
Performance
See MU 276. 2 crs.
MU 482 Senior Pecital
Senior performance majors. One-hour
program of representative works from major
periods chosen by teacher and student. 4 crs.
MU 483 Senior Proiect
Senior majors in composition, music history
and literature, jazz studies, and pedagogy.
Original composition in large form; critical
analytical study involving use of reference
tools; supervised private teaching with recital
of students. 4 crs.
MU 484(gl Seminar in Music Theory
Comparative style analysis of musical periods.
Intended to.strengthen research, analytical,
and critical skills through the development of
advanced theory project. 2 crs.
MU 485 Seminar in Music History and
Literature
In-depth study of a period or composer,
designed to strengthen the research and

MUSTC
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MUSIC critical skills of the student in a summation or
overview of one's area of specialization. 2 crs.

Gertificate in Music Ministry
In response to expressed needs in clrurch

and parish for trained and practical church
musicians, Marylhurst offers a one-year
program leading to a Certificate of Music
Ministry. The Certificate:
1. Promotes the development of technical
musical competencies;
2. Presents liturgical, scriptural and
theological concepts for practical use by the
music minister;
3. Leads to the development of a B. A. in Music,
with an area of concentration in Liturgical
Music or a B.A. in Pastoral Ministries, with an
area of concentration in Liturgy.

Requirements for the Certificate include 45
credit hours. The program ensures that
competency in an area, or areas-determined
by the placement tests-frees the individual to
pursue other offerings and electives within
his/her specialization, thus promoting the
uniqueness of the individual in the program.

Credit hours are distributed as follows:
MUSIC
MU 1O5, 106, 1o7 Theory and

Musicianship I 1 2 crs.
MtrJ L5 I - 17 41 35 | -37 2 Performance

Studies 3-6 crs
MU 43O Choral Conducting or

Accompa.nying
LITURGY AND SOURCES
PM 33O Intro to Sacramental Theology 3 crs
PM 352 Intro to OId and New Testament 3 crs
LIT A 45O Survey of Liturgical

Celebration

College; M.M. DePau-l University; D.M.A.
University of Southern California.
MAGDALEN FAUTCH, SNJM
Theory, composition, chamber music. B.M.
Marylhurst CoIIege; M.M. University of
Southern California.
LUCIE HUTCHINSON, SNJM
Music history and literature, piano, piano
Iiterature. B.M. Marylhurst CoIIege; M.M.
University of Southern California; Ph.D.
Indiana University.
FACULTY ASSOCIATES
LAJOS BALOGH
Violin, orchestra. B.M. Liszt Academy of
Music, Budapest; M.M. University of Oregon.
PATRICIA BAXTER, SNJM
Liturgical music. B.M. Marylhurst College;
M.M.E. HoIy Names CoIIege, Oakland, Calif.;
M.A. Theology (Liturgy) University of Notre
Dame.
EMEBENTIA BERTUDORFNEN, SNJM
Piano, harp. B.M. University of Washington;
graduate studies at College of the Holy Names,
Mills CoIIege.
ANDRIS CHAPIN
Keyboard technician. B.M. Marylhurst
CoIIege; Diploma New England School of
Stringed Keyboard Instrument Technology.
MICHAEL DAVIS
J azz g.ultan:. Expert professional experience in
jazz styles and guitar performance.
DENNIS ESSELSTROM
Theory, composition, jazz studies. B.A.
Pasadena College; Point Loma College; M.A.
California State University at Los Angeles;
D.A. Western Colorado University.
CLAUDIA FOLTZ, SNJM
Voice, voice literature. B.M. Marylhurst
College. Fellow of Nationa,l Association of
Teachers of Singing. Graduate study at
University of Southern California, Juilliard
School of Music.
BONNIE GANRETT
Harpsichord./clavichord. B.S. in music Olivet
College; M.M. Colorado State University;
special studies in harpsichord and early music
performance with Ton Koopman and Elizabeth
Wright, and at Oberlin Baroque Performance
Institute.
MICHELLE HAKANSON
Music fundamentals. B.M. Marylhurst
CoIIege.
BERNIGE HANSEN, SNJM
Cello, cello literature. B.M. Marylhurst
College; graduate study Music Academy of the
West, University of Arizona.

2 crs.

3 crs.
LIT A 451 a&b Liturgical Year 4 crs,
LIT A 452 a&b Music for the Rites 4 crs
RELATED SEMINARS, GLASSES,
WOBKSHOPS
Choose according to need and specialization of
the individual from music or religious studies
quarterly offerings. 6 crs
APRACTICUM FORTHE CHURCH MUSICIAN
emphasizing the area of choice/expertise of the
individual. 2 crs'

COLLEGE MUSIC DEPABTMENT
ROBERT J. GOBURN
Chair. Composition, electronic music, theory.
B.M. Universityof thePacific Conservatoryof
Music; M.A. University of CaLifornia, Berkeley.
FACULTY
ANTUE CECILE OAIGLE, SNJM

68 Composition, theory, piano. B.M. Marylhurst





MUSIC SCOTT KRITZEF
Classica.l guitar. B.M. in guitar performance
and pedagogy San Francisco Conservatory of
Music; advanced study with Micha,el Lorimer
and Aaron Strearer.
JANET MABTIN
Piano, group piano. B.M. University of
Oregon; special-class piano preparation with
Doris Allen, University of Oregon; National
Piano Foundation on Group Piano.
DAVID MUBRAY
Voice, chorus, conducting. 8.M., M.M.
University of Michigan; D.M.A. Indiana
University.
HELEN MUBRAY
Piano pedagogy. B.M., M.M. University of
Michigan.
BELA NAGY
Music consultant. Artist Diploma, faculty,
Liszt Academy of Music, BudaPest.
Distinguished professor of piano, Boston
University; professor of music, Catholic
University of America.
NANCY NICKEL
Organ. B.M. Valparaiso University; M.M.
University of Portland; advanced study with
Andre Marchal, Paris; Certificate of Advanced
Study, Guildha.ll, London.
OENTUIS PLIES
Jazz studies, percussion. B.A. Biola CoIIege;
M.M. American Conservatory of Music;
D.M.A. Western Colorado University.
CHBISTOPHER SCHITTIDLER
Piano, piano literature. B.A.,I}.M., M.M.
University of Washington; D.M.A. piano
performance, University of Oregon.
VIRGINIA SHIPMAN, SNJM
Recorder, recorder ensemble, B.A. Marylhurst
College; M.M.E. University of Washington.
JEANETTE WOOD, SNJM
Violin, violin literature and pedagogy. B.M.
Holy Names College/Fort Wright College;
M.M. Holy Names College, Oakland, Calif.

PREPARATOBY MUSIC PBOGRAM
MARTINE MARY KENNEY, SNJM
Coordinator.
Piano. B.M. Marylhurst College; M.S. Portland
State University.
JEANETTE WOOD, SNJM
Suzuki violil coordinator. See above.
ROSE CATHERINE ARNOLD, SNJM
Piano. B.M. Marylhurst College.
PATRICIA BAXTER, SNJM
Suzuki piano. See above.
EMERENTIA BERNDOBFNEF, SNJM
See above.

FRANK COSTA
See above.
MICHELLE HAKANSON
See above.
JANET MABTIN
See above.
CYNTHIA BAYMOND
Flute. B.M. Marylhurst College.
CYNTHIA SCOTT
Violin, Suzuki violin. B.A. in music Lewis &
Clark Cotlege; M.M. University of Cincinnati,
special emphasis on Suzuki teaching.
BEBEGCA SPENCER
Suzuki violin. B.A. in music performance,
Colorado College; M.M. Northern Arizona
University.
KELLY STUART
Classica.l guitar. B.M. Lewis & Clark College.

For more information contact:
Department of Music
Marylhurst College for Lifelong Learning
Marylhurst, OR 97036
5O3 / 636-8141 oe 224-5828





REUGIOUS
STUDIES
Pastoral Ministries

PASTORAL MINISTRIES PROGBAM
The Religious Studies faculty recognizes

that the Spirit is calling lay persons to a

deeper involvement in pastonal ministry.
No doubt, this call has been facilitated by
church leadership programs for local
church renewal and by contemporany
prayer movementsr and organizations
interested in the deepening of family
relationships. Whatever the factors
which have motivated the increased
participation within the chunch on the
part of the laity, Marylhurst is committed
to a long-range Program of education and
supervision in order to facilitate the
growth of qualified ministening persons.
To accomplish this goal, Marylhurst has
designed a program which includes:
1. A general theoretical, inspirational
preparation for ministny;
2. Theory and supervised expenience
approproate to specific areas of ministry;
3. Reflection seminars designed to
integrate theory and pnactical ministerial
experience into the student's personal
vision and style of ministrY.

Marylhurst offers the Bachelor of Arts
degree in Pastoral Ministries as well as
Gertificate Programs, Personality and
Human Relations lnstitutes, Mobile
Packages, and courses for the non-degree
student. Also available is a maior in
lnterdisciplinary Studies with a
concentration in Pastoral Ministries'
After evaluation of the student's previous
course work and pastoral experience, a
program will be designed in order to meet
the student's future aspinations.
Students are encounaged to find a mentor
from their own denomination for help in
applying what is learned in the classroom
or through internships to their own
denomination's activities. ln addition,
Gertificate Programs will be designed in
consultation with sponsoring institutions.
For example, a diocese or particulan
congregation, or organization such as
Marriage Encounter, could request a
Gertificate Program designed to meet a
specific need such as ministny to youth on
to the aged. Mobile Packages are courses

designed to meet the needs and time
allotments of local church groups, and are
meant to be taken off camPus to the
particular group involved.

Requirements for the Bachelon of
Arts Degree
1. A minimum of 18O quarter credits.
2. A minj.mum of 60 upper division credits.
3. A minimum of 40 Marylhurst credits.
4. A LIFE Seminar. Seelndividualized Studies
Division for further details.
5. Major Area Requirements.
6. Liberal Arts Requirements:
B.A. (60 quarter credits)
Distribution: A minimum of 12 credits
representing at least two subjects in each of
ttre following areas:
Communications
Humanities
Science/Math
Social Sciences
Total
The remaining 12 hours can be distributed
anywhere within the liberal arts areas.
Notei Those majoring in a liberal uts uea require only 48
qudte! credits of liberal dts distributed in the tbree ues
other than their major ilea.

Maior Area Requirements
The Pastorat Ministries major requires a

mlnimum of 60 quarter hours credit in
ministerial studies as follows:

Foundation Gourses
PM310 Ministry and the Church: Past,
Present and Future 3 crs
PM32O Why Christian Social Concern? 3 crs
PM33O Introduction to Sacramental
Theology 3 crs
PM34O Sacraments to Christian
Initiation and Ministry*
PM41O The Ministry of Jesus in
the Synoptic Gospels 3 crs.
PM411 Scripture 3 crs.
PM42O Prayer: A Response to Life 3 crs.
PM43O Perspectives on Morality Today 3 crs.
PM44O Group Process 3 crs.
PM486 Myers-Briggs Type Indicator
and the Ministering Person 2 crs.
PM3o1 Theology and the Practice of

12 crs.
12 crs.
12 crs.
12 crs.
48 crs.

Faith/Minlstry
TotaI

3 crs.

3 crs.
32 crs.

*After consultationwith the program director,
students may substitute elective courses in
scripture for the two foundation courses on
sacraments.



Specialized Area Electives
Select an area of concentration from one of

the following: Ministry to Youth, Ministry of
Christian Education, Ministry to Families,
Ministry to the Sick and Dying, Ministry to
the Alienated, Ministry of Worship, Ministry
in Spirituality, or other specialized areas or
combinations designed after consultation
with the adviser. The specialized area
electives are planned to prepare for and
enrich the internships. In some cases, specific
courses will be required. The selection of the
specialized area is usually flexible, depending
on the student's previous experience and that
gained during participation in the internship.
13 crs.
lnternship

Students will have the opportunity for
direct personal ministerial service through an
internstrip. Each hour of internship credit
will involve a total of 30 hours in internship
work. In consultation with the director of
Religious Studies and a supervisor, the
student will prepare an internship proposal
designed to meet the student's practical
interests and needs. 8 crs.

Pastoral Beflection
Reflection courses are designed with the

academic adviser with the purposes of:
. Streng:thening through personal integration
the concepts presented in foundation courses;
. Exploring the relationship between
theoretical concepts and practical applications
in the lives of ministering persons;
. Developing and strengthening skills in
critical pastoral reflection. 8 crs.

Ministry Foundation Gourses
PM31O Ministry and the Church; Past,
Present and Future
A course showing how the mission of the
church has been viewed in the past and how it
is being understood today. The implication of
these views of ctrurch for the meaning and
practice of ministry today and in the future
wili be explored.
PM32O Why Ghristian Social Goncern?
This course is designed to expose students to
the Biblical-theological rationale used by
various Christian denominations to support
or negate their involvement in social-cultural
issues. The exposure to this body of
information will enable students to be better
prepared in dealing with social-issue
questions within the parish structure as weII
as within their personal lives.

PM33O lntroduction to Sacramental
Theology
A course exploring the various ways in which
sacraments have been and are now being
understood. A sacrament of the student's
choice will be used as a specific illustration of
ttris developmental study.

PM34O Sacraments of
Ghristian lnitiation
A study of the historical development of the
Sacraments of Initiation and of the on-going
development of ministry in order to
understand the contemporary experience of
ttre Sacraments of Initiation and of Ministry.
PM41O The Ministry of Jesus
in the Synoptic Gospels
The main goal ofthis course is to provide basic
background information and experience in
interpretation of the Gospel Message,
primarily as it relates to ministry. Background
information would include the nature and
purpose of the Gospel, authorship, Iiterary
forms within the Gospel. etc.
PM411 Scripture
The student may choose between the scripture
offerings listed in the current quarterly
Schedule of Courses.
PM42O Prayer: A Response to Life
A study of the historical and contemporary
meaning and practice of prayer and
spirituality. Participants wiII participate in
prayer experiences and learn a psychological
theory which explains individual need for
prayer and which facilitates choice of
appropriate prayer forms.
PM43O Perspectives on Morality Today
Study ofthe general principles and definitions
related to moral life with particular attention
to the role which science, sacred scripture,
and historical developments play in morality.
Students wiII integrate theoretical material
into personalized approach to a contemporary
moral problem.
PM44O-441 Group Process from a
Family Systems Approach I I ll
A study of concepts from family systems
theory and an opportunity to explore the
application of these concepts to specific
interactions within and between groups and
persons.
PM486 Myens-Briggs Type lndicator and
the Ministering Person
Use of the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator
personality questionnaire and related theory
to facilitate deepened self-knowledge and
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improved interpersonal relations with
attention to: personal learning and teaching
styles, differences in approaches to prayer
and management, and other questions related
to ministry and personal development.
PM3O1 Theology and the Practice of
Faith Ministry
An exploration of significant writers and
movements that have and are shaping the
present theological scene. Attention will be
paid to creative religious ideas in the modern
age, contemporary theological quests, and
present day expressions of theological
diversitv.
Pensonality and Human Relations
lnstitutes

Personality and Human Relations (PRH) is
a school of research which originated in
France under the direction of Andre Rochais.
It is a multidimensional program examining
the person as a truman, social, religious,
intellectual and helping being. Pastoral
Ministries students may use work in the PRH
to fulfili part of the pastoral reflection
requirement.

PM342 Who Am l?
Factors that shape personality. This is a good .

session with which to start. You are guided
through the exploration ofyour individuality
towards the discovery of your identity and
mission. The session deals with the essential
make-up of the person and focuses particularly
on the inner self, the dynamic source of all
growth. 2 crs.
PM341 Approach to Self Through
The Body
Introductlon to self-knowledge through body
awareness. In this session you experience your
body as a way to selfunderstanding. You learn
to distinguish psychological from physical
sensations and through the former to decipher
the body's messages. AII your past has been
registered in your body, and this affects your
reactions today. Analysis enables you to
gradually recover this past and frees you to
live the present more fully.
PM34O Leading lrlti Lite
Functioning of the various components of the
person. Do you run your life, or are you run
by inner and outer forces? An understanding
of how your intellect, wiII, imagination, and
freedom act and interact will lead to your
control ofthese powers. The next step is to use
them in a way that promotes the growth of
your truest and best self.

PM345 Seeking God
This session is intended for those who seek
God. Some may wonder if he exists. Others
believe, but would like to experience his
indwelling Presence. By throwing light on
your personal search, this session wiII help
you removeobstacles and advancemore surely.

Interdisciplinary Studies with
Goncentration in Pastoral Ministries

Marylhurst offers a major in
lnterdisciplinary Studies (see Individualized
Studies section) with a concentration in
Pastoral Ministries. The Core Courses include
the following 23 credits:
PM310 Ministry and the Church: Past,
Present and Future 3 crs.
PM33O Introduction to Sacramental
Theology+ 3 crs
PM34O Sacraments of Christian Initiation

RELIGIOUS
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Prooram of
Wor"ship

and Ministry*
PM410 The Ministry of Jesus in
the Gospels

3 crs.

3 crs.

3 crs.

PM42O Prayer: A Response to Life 3 crs.
PM43O Perspectives on Morality Today 3 crs.
PM44O Group Process 3 crs.
PM486 Myers-Briggs Type Indicator 2 crs.
Total 23 crs.

*If the student belongs to a denomination which
does not have a sacramental focus, the student
could substitute scripture courses for these
two requirements.

In addition, 13 credits in elective areas such
as religious education, hospital ministry, etc. ,

must be taken to total 36 credits. These may
be lower division credits.
Gertificate in Pastoral Ministnies

Certificate programs can be designed for
interested persons. Core courses include:
PM3O1 Ministry and the Church: Past,
Present and Future
PM41O The Ministry of Jesus in
the Gospels 3 crs.
PlL,f44O Group Process 3 crs.
PM Internship 8 crs.
PM486 Myers-Briggs Type Indicator 2 crs.
Total 22 cts.

Additional components of the certificate
design will depend upon the area of ministry
for which a person wishes to be certified.

PBOGRAM OF WORSHIP
Christian worship provides for both private

and communal prayer. Liturgy as worship is
the formal celebration of a community
showing its faith and prayer in word and
action. The program of worship offers courses 75
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that deepen the Christian's understanding of
public worship.

The arts have always been the most fitting
vehicle of people's verbal and non-verba'I
expression of their beliefs. Because of the
pastoral needs in Christian churches for
training in leadership in music and arts,
certificate and degree programs, including
Theology and Scripture, are offered as an
integral part of this program.

Gertificate in Music
The certificate in Music Ministry promotes

the development of;
1. Techrdca.l musical competencies.
2. Liturgical, scriptural and theological
concepts for practical use.

It can lead to the development of a B.A.
degree in Pastoral Ministries with a
concentration in Liturgy or a B.A. in Musical
with a concentration in Liturgical Music.
Requirements for the certificate include 45
credit hours. Credit hours are distributed as
follows:
Music
MU1O5, 106, 1Oz Theory and
Musicianship
lMtJ l5 | - 17 41 35 t -37 2 Performance
Studies
MU 43O Choral Conducting
Or Accompanying
MU 43O Conducting
Or Accompanying
Liturgy and lts Sources
PM33o Introduction to Sacramental
Theology
PM352 Introduction to Old
and New Testament
LIT A 452 a&b Music for the Rites
LIT A 452 a&b Liturgical Year
LIT A 45o Survey of Liturgical
Celebration
Related Glasses, Workshops
and Seminars

Additional components of the certificate are
selected according to the need ofthe individual
from Music or Religious Studies.

lntennship
Students wiII have the opportunity for direct

personal ministerial service through an
internship. Each hour of internship credit wiII
involve a total of30 hours ofinternship work.
In consultation with the chair of Religious
Studies and a supervisor, the student will
prepare an internship proposal designed to

76 meet the student's practical interests and

needs. 2 crs.
Tota.l credits for certification: 45 crs.

Mobile Packages
Any of the courses in the Religious Studies

programs as weII as other topics in ministry
and theology can be designed to meet the needs
andtimeaJlotments of church groups: e.g., for
the certification of Catechists and Associate
Catechists for the Archdiocese of Portland . The
courses are meant to be taken off campus to
Ioca.l interest groups throughout the
Northwest

ELAINE KRAFT, SNJM
Chair. B.S. Marylhurst CoIIege; M.A. Mt.
Angel Seminary; graduate studies Oregon
State University.
PATBICIA BAXTER, SNJM
B.M. Marythurst College; M.M. College of HoIy
Names; M.A. Theology (Liturgy), Notre Dame
University.

FAGULTY ASSOCIATES
SHARON COLLVER, SNJM
B.S. Marylhurst College; M.A. St. Mary's
College of California.
REV. HORACE DUKE
B.A. Ouachita Baptist University; M. Div.
Golden Gate Baptist Theological Seminary.
DENIS LAWRENCE
B.A. Whittier CoIIege; Th. M. School of
Theology, Claremont; M. Ed. ca.ndidate Lewis
& Clark College.
FRANCES MADDEN, SNJM
B.S. Marylhurst College; M. Ed. Marquette
University; Ph.D. St. Louis University.
RICHABO PAPERINI
B.A. Portland State University; M. Div., M.A.
Mt. Angel.
JOAN SPEARING, SHCJ
B.S. Villanova University; M. Div. Washington
Theological Union, Washington, D.C.
ARNOLO W. ZENGER
B.A. humanities, St. Tkromas Seminary; B.A.
theology, S.T.B./M.A. religious studies
Catholic University, Louvain, Belguim.

For mone information contact:
Department of Religious Studies
Marylhunst College for Lifelong Learning
Marylhunst, On 97036
5O3/636-8141 on 224-5828

12 crs.

3-6 crs.

3-6 crs.

3-6 crs.

3 crs.

3 crs.
4 crs.
4 crs.

3 crs.
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EARLY CHILDHOOO
ELDERHOSTEL
LITURGICAL ARTS

RESOURCE CENTER
ILARCI

EABLY CHILDHOOD CENTER
The Marylhurst Early Childhood Center

provides an educational experience for
children from 2 through 6 years of age in an
environment prepared to encourage the total
development of each child. Affective and
cognitive growth are combined with the
development of one's sense of "self' and
"others."

A combination of group and individual
activities filI the child's day. Included are
music and movement, dramatic play, creative
art, woodworking, cooking, science, reading
and math-readiness activities. Parents are
encouraged to visit the school frequently,
where classes may be observed in an
ulobtrusive marrner.

Parent-Toddler Prog:ram: A class designed
specifically for parents and 2-year-old children
to learn together. It offers an opportunity for
parents to observe and guide their children in
various activities within a social setting. (One
day a week)

Parent Cooperative-Three Year Olds:
Planned to include parent involvement, varied
opportunities for tactile exploration, and
active participation both indoors and out. (Two
days a week)

Presctrool: For ctrildren frort 3r/z to 4 years
of age. Provides for continued emptrasis on
self-esteem, cognitive and affective growth.
Ttre environment is prepared to meet the needs
of the active, social-and curious young learner.
(Four days a week)

Kindergarten: A multi-age setting for
children 4,5 arrd 6 years of age. An activity-
centered curriculum, offering many choices
for contilued growth in the areas of cognitive,
affective, social and physical development.
(Four days a week)

For information, call 636-8141.
MARY ANNE DOTY, Director.

ELDERHOSTEL
Marylhurst College for Lifelong Learning is

one of 7OO institutions nationwide offering
Elderhostel courses and programs for older
adults. Courses are in the liberal arts/sciences
tradition and presuppose no particular level of
formal education on the Part of the
participants.

Elderhostel combines the traditions of
education and hosteling, providing both
intetlectual stimulation and adventure.

At Marylhurst, the program offers low-cost,
short-term arademic options in a residential
setting. Participants live in residence halls,
strare meals and take special classes wittr
subjects ranging from computers to poetry.

For information, call 636-8141,
KATHBYN STILLINGS, Director

LITUBGIGAL ARTS RESOUBCE
CENTEB ILARGI

The Liturgical Arts Resource Center (LARC)
is a cornmunity of artists, poets, musicians,
dancers and dramatists dedicated to worship
through the arts.

Ecumenical in spirit, members meet
quarterly to design worship experiences
incorporating creative liturgical planning and
experimentation. Low-cost workshops and
classes, as well as exhibits, are held on the
Marylhurst campus.

Instructors provide updated information
and trailing for church lay rninisters, artists
and worship comrnittees. LARC is a non-profit
organization soley supported by membership
and workstrop fees, and functions in
collaboration with the Marylhurst Religious
Studies Department. For information, call
636-8141.
PATRICIA BAXTEB, SNJM, Coordinator
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BOABD OF
TRUSTEES

Officens:
Ghainman:
Gerald Parsons, Financial Relations
Consu-ltant
Vice Chairman:
Eugene E. Sharp, Vice President and Treasurer,
Collins Pine Company
Secretary:
John Patrick, President, Patrick Land
Company

Members:
Fnank Barich, Public Affairs Area Manager,
Chevron U.S.A., Inc.
Joseph W. 8laha, Publisher, Lake Oswego
Review
Barbara Collier, SNJM, Principal, St. Rose
School
Sylvia Giustina, Senior Instructor, Department
of Romance Languages, University of Oregon
Gail Goodrich, Civic Leader
Timme A. Helzer, Management and
Organization Development Consultant
CD Hobbs, Vice President of Corporate
Planning and Development, Portland General
Electric Company
Wanda Manie Jordan, SNJM' Principal,
Cathedral School
William Kretzmeier, Attorney, Gleason,
Scarborougtr, Trammell & Kretzmeier
Joanne Maney, SNJM, Finance Director,
Oregon Province, Convent of the Holy Names
William Marsh, Senior Counselor, Rockey/
Marsh Public Relations, Inc.
Glane Murphy, SNJM, Pastoral Care
Counselor, Hospice - Visiting Nurse
Association
Robert Murray, Executive Vice President,
First Interstate Bank
Patnicia Nizic, SNJM, Provincial Superior,
Oregon Province, Convent of the HoIy Names
Gheryl Perkins, CPA, Perkins, Jeddeloh &
Acheson, P.C.
Duane Perron, RetiredDirector of Marketing,
U. S. National Bank
Gecilia Ranger, SNJM, Instructor, Mt. Angel
Seminary
M.A.F. Ritchie, President Emeritus, Pacific
University
Nancy Roth, Civic Leader
Janet Ryan, SNJM, Associate Provincial,
Oregon Province, Convent of the HoIy Names
Joan Saalfeld, SlllJM, Associate Professor of
English, University of Portland
Joel M, Smith, Treasurer, Termicold
Corporation

Vingil Solso, Retired Vice Chairman,
The Oregon Bank
Steven Spence, Vice President, Investments,
Paine Webber Jackson & Curtis
Howard Studd, Civic Leader
Tom lllnightson, President, Wrightson
Properties
Stephen P, Zimmer, Executive Vice President,
Rodda Paint Company
Nancy A. Wilgenbusch, President, Marylhurst
College for Lifelong Learning

Lafe Tnustees
Veronica Baxter, SNJM, Former President,
Marylhurst College for Lifelong Learning
Stewart M. Butler, Vice President,
Rollins Burdick Hunter
lmelda John Gondon, Civic Leader
Jefferson J. Davis, Director & Consultant,
Esco Corporation
Mary DeMaruini, Retired Assistant Trust
Officer, First Nationa,l Bank of Oregop
Verne Duncan, Oregon Superintendent of
Public Instruction
Rosemary Dwyer Fney, Civic Leader
Joseph Naumes, President, Naumes ofOregon
lda Marie Saalfeld, SNJM, MarylhurstCollege
for Lifelong Learning
Delford Smith, Chairman, Evergreen
Helicopters
L,S, lSaml Shoen, Chairmanof theBoardand
President, Amerco

Honorary Trustee
Ann Dwyer McDougall, a,lumna

Affiliated in Absentia
John A, Beaulieu
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Les Aucoin, United States Representative
Alan Bnickley, State Counsel,
Safeco Title Insurance Company
Martinian Garlson, SNJM, Registrar,
St. Mary's Academy
Bert Gave, Executive Director,
American Heritag'e
Maurie Glark,'
Rollins Burdick Hunter of Oregon, Inc.
James S. Goon, President,
Diamond Fuel Company
Ganita Gorui, Civic Leader
James A. Crom, Consu-lting Engineer
Lillian Gnom, Civic Leader
Ganolyn Dewey, Artist
Sean Gilronan, Vice President-Internationa.l,
Esco Corporation
W.G, Gordon; Director, Financial Operations,
Freightliner Corporation
David G. Gnove, President,
Somers, Grove & Company
Mark Hatfield, United States Senator
lvan B, lnger, Psychologist
Dorothea M. Lensch, RetiredDirector, Bureau
ofParks & Public Recreation, City ofPortland
Miriam Kathleen Moran, Sl\lJM, Resource
Development Coordinator, Albertina Kerr
Centers for Children
Anne P, Myers, Civic Leader
Terny O'Hanlon, Civic Leader
Janet M. Powell, Assistant Manager,
The Oregon Bank
Josephine Ritchie, Civic Leader
Lee. L. Stone, Writer
Jim Sullivan, Director of Commurdcations and
Intergovernmental Relations,
Portland School District No. 1

Gharles Swindells, Executive Vice President,
Capital Consultants, Inc.
Edwin Welsh, Civic Leader
Mike Whitely, Resident Vice President,
Sa,feco Insurance Company of America
Donald Winfree, Attorney,
Winfree & Noonan

Nancy Wilgenbusch, President
Ludmilla S. Monson, Vice President for
Academic Affairs
Bobert Daoust, Vice President for Finance
Eileen Scott Ross, Vice President for
College Relations

ADVISORY COUNGIL
COLLEGE OFFICERS
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GLOSSARY Academic Advisen: A Marylhurst faculty
member who works with students in planning
a program of study; counsels students; and
provides overall evaluation of the student's
major.
AGT-PEP: American College Testing Program
- Proficiency Examination Program. A series
of examinations, corresponding to a variety of
Iower and upper division courses, which
measure knowledge and competencies
acquired through nontraditional learning.
Add/Drop: The process ofchanging courses or
credit hours after initial registration. An
appropriate form is available in the registrar's
office.
Faculty Associate: An instructor hired by the
college to teach students on a part-time basis.
Admission/Admitted Student: Entrance into a
degree program after official transcripts have
been received and the admission fee has been
paid.
B,A.: Bachelor of Arts degree.
B.F.A.: Bachelor of Fine Arts degree.
B.M,: Bachelor of Music degree.
B.S,: Bachelor of Science degree.
GLEP: Coltege Level Examination Program.
General and sub.ject examinations which
validate nontraditional learning equal to what
is usually taught during the first year of
college.
Goncentration: A required number ofhours in
an area of study within an interdisciplinary
major.
Course Ghallenge: A process by whicha student

- who believes that he/she already has the
learning/competencies taught in a specific
course - may be evaluated, assessed and
granted credit for the course. (See "Guidelines
for Course Challenge" and "Application for
Course Challenge")
Gourse Syllabus: An instructional plan fbr a
course which inciudes the course content,
objectives, methods to achieve objectives,
means of evaluation, and text(s) and/or
resources to be used.
Gredit Evaluationr The process by which the
applicant's previous academic status, in terms
ofcredit hours, is reviewed and recorded at the
time of admission.
Greditl A unit of academic credit awarded on
the basis of academic involvement in a course/
subject area. One credit reguires 30 hours of
academic involvement, 10 of which are contact
trours with the instructor.
Degree: A rank bestowed by an educational
institution to the student for the satisfactory
completion of a program of studY.

Designed Maior: A program of courses offered
by Marylhurst in a specialized area of study
leading to a baccalaureate degree. Designed
majors are offered in .drt, Crafts, Music,
Management, and Pastoral Ministries.
Directed Study: A course taken by one or more
students based on a previously exlsting course
syllabus on file at Marylhurst but not offered
in the current schedule.
Electives: (General) Learning experiences
and,/or courses which contribute toward the
18o credits required for graduation at
Marylhurst but which lie outside the major
and Liberal arts requirements.
Experiential Learning: Knowledge and skills
acquired through practical Life experience.
College-level experiential learning may be
assessed for academic credit at Marylhurst
through the Prior Learning Expgrience
Program.
Field Research Practicum: A directed field
researctr study involving a specific problem in
the major area.
Fiancial Aid: A program of financial assistance
consisting of grants, loans, scholarships and
work/study which is available to help students
meet the costs of education.
Full-Time Student: A student registered at
Marylhurst for at least 12 credits per term (6
credits in the summer term).
GPA lGrade Point Average): The ratio of total
credits taken in which grades of "A", "B", "C",
"D", and "F" are received.
lncomplete (lncl: A designation used in place
of a permanent grade in the case of a student
who has not completed course work by the end
of the term. In order to obtain a grade the
student must cornplete the unfinished work
within the following quarter. Incompletes are
not computed in the grade point average.

lndependent Study: In-depth study, individual
research, or field experience initiated and
designed by a student in cooperation with a
Marylhurst faculty person.
lndividualized Maior: A program of courses
planned by a major adviser and the student
leading to a baccalaureate degree.
Individualized majors are offered in
Communication, Humanities, Human Studies,
Science/Math, Social Sciences and
Interdisciplinary Studies.

lnterdisciplinary Studies: An individualized
major incorporating at least two areas of
study.
lnternship: Supervised study/work experiences
in agencies or institutions.B2



Lower Division Credits: Credits awarded for
college-level learning involving the
development of basic pri-nciples and abilities at
the introductory level. These courses are
numbered 1OO-299.
Major: A specialized area of study which
includes theoretical knowledge as weII as
competent judgment and application of the
knowledge. The major is the core or depth
component of the undergraduate curriculum.
M.S.: Master of Science degree.
Nondegree Student: A student who is involved
il a learning experience at Marylhurst but
does not intend to obtain a degree.
Pass-No Pass (P-NPI: A designation given in
place of a letter grade. Credit is received for
Pass but is not computed in the grade point
average.
PLE Review Gommitteel Academic and/or
professional assessors who evaluate a
student's PLE portfolio and determine the
amount and category of credit to be awarded.
Seminar: A course of in-depth research and
advanced study by a group of students
covering special topics under the direction of
an instructor.
Term lquarterl: A division of the academic year
consisting of approximately 10 weeks. This
unit is used at Marylhurst.
Transcript: A copy of a student's permanent
academic record which may be obtained from
theRegistrar's Office of acollege or university.
Transfer Gredits: Learning at educationa,l
institutions as determiled from transcripts
and accepted at Marylhurst as part of a
program leading to a degree.
Upper Division Gnedits: Credits awarded for
college-level learning involving specialization
of a ttreoretical and analytical nature beyond
the introductory level. These courses are
numbered 3OO-499.
Withdrawal: To withdraw from a course in
good standing, a student must notify the
Registrar's Office.
Workshop: An iltensive strort-term course.

GLOSSARY
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